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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Historical Survey of the
Six Flags Over Texas
Texas, the Lone Star State, received its name from
the Spanish pronunciation of a Caddo Indian word, Tejas
meaning friends or allies.

Little exploration took place

in the vast area of Texas until approximately 450 years
ago.

Since that time many men have helped to develop

Texas into a rich manufacturing, mining, and agricultural
area including Indians, Spanish Adventurers, Franciscan
missionaries, cowboys, cattle kings, homesteaders, cotton
planters, miners, lumberjeacks, and oil drillers. 1

During

Texas' history she has been under the flags of Spain,
France, Mexico, Texas, the Confederacy, and the United
States.
The wide range of cultures which the six flags
represent brought to Texas a wide variety of movement charracteristics.

It was the intention of the author to pro-

duce a creative work representing the selected movement
characteristics prominent throughout Texas' history, while
under the rule of the six flags .

This creative thesis

1Ralph W. Steen, The Texas Story (Austin:
Steck-Vaughn Company, 1960), p. 1.
1

2

offered an educational perspective on Texas' history
through the medium of dance, with commentary, as a
contribution to the celebration of the bicentennial year
of the United States .
"The Land of Beginning Again" was the phrase
used by Judge Julien Hyer to describe the state of Texas .
Immigrants from many countries came to Texas searching
for gold, adventure, and freedom from oppression.

But

more importantly they were searching for a land that was
rich in promise.

These immigrants brought with them

their cultural traditions, knowledge and beliefs.

They

brought skills and arts, languages and lore, customs,
institutions and attitudes.

Each culture has left its

imprint on the state. 1
Exploration began in 1519 when a Syanish explorer,
Alonzo Alvarez de Pineda, made his way along the C::ulf
Coast. 2 The Spainards looked to this new land to enrich
their homeland with gold and to increase the number of
converts to the Catholic faith .

This love of adventure,

desire for gold and religious fervor led expedition after
expedition of conquistadors and missionaries to Texas . 3

(Austin:

1June Rayfield Welch, Texas: New Perspectives
Stck-Vaughn Company, 1972), p. 1.
2

Steen, p. 1.

3welch, p. 23.

3

The frontier. of Texas was so vast and treacherous
that the Spaniards who did come to Texas had to be energetic
and courageous.

They lived in missions and small settle-

ments surrounded by Indian tribes whom they eventually
attempted to civilize, educate, and convert to the Christian
faith. 1
The Spaniards made no conscious attempt to develop
a new civilization but hoped to make New Spain as nearly
as possible like old Spain in matters of politics, religion,
and culture.

Therefore, the sounds of music and laughter

and dancing feet were not unknown in these frontier outposts.2

In fact, inside the Spanish missions the friars

introduced Spanish dances to the Indians, taught to the
accompaniment of the violin and guitar, as a more acceptable
substitute for their native rites. 3
The Spanish heritage has left more than a trace
which endures to this day.

It brought the first horses to

the Southwest and as mentioned above, religion to the Indians.
This influence also survives today in festivals, songs,
dances, the laws of Texas, its governmental policies, its
farming and ranching practices, its languages, its place4
·
..na.m.es, 1.·t s arc h 1." tecture an d 1.· ts re 1·1.gion.

1 Steen, p. 49.
4

2Steen, p. 49.

3Welch, p. 36.

Gerald Ashford, S£anish Texas: Yesterday and Today
(Austin: Jenkins
Publishing Company, 1971), p. 1,

4

In the year 1684, Robert Cavelier, Seur de La Salle
landed on the coast of Texas at Matagorda Bay and established
the first French colony.

These French settlers first came

to Texas hoping to set up trade colonies,

They met with

many hardships but were able to raise the second flag
which flew over Texas soil.

When the French left in 1729,

they too left many cultural marks on the inhabitants of
Texas. 1
The ruler in France at the time of La Salles' landing was Louis XIV who had established the Royal Academy of
Dancing only twenty years earlier.

This academy established

basic rules of ballet which are still being used today, some
300 year later. 2
Texas, though far removed from the thickly populated areas of Mexico, became part of that country in 1821.
Thus it was that the third flag, that of Mexico, came to
fly over Texas. 3

The Mexican immigrants brought their color-

ful art, music, and dances and the influence of Mexican
architecture which is still visible today in patios, courtyards, and decorative tiled walls found throughout the state.
1 Steen, pp. 4-6.

2Richard Kraus, History of th.e Dance (New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 73.
3 Ste en, p . 38 .
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The practical and picturesque costume of the Spanish charro
became the working uniform of the Mexican vaquero and the
Texas cowboy. 1
For the most part, Texas and Mexico lived at peace
with each other.

After a while, however, the people of

the two lands differed in personality and beliefs.

The

people of Mexico were a very religious, subtle but colorful,
group of people while the Texans were blunt, self-assertive,
and had little respect for tradition.
to unrest and revolution. 2

These differences led

The Texas Declaration of Inde-

pendence was pronounced on March 2, 1836, and Texas subsequently became an independent state. 3
Texas maintained this independence until December 29,
1845.

During the nine year period, the state worked in the

shadow of bankruptcy and face to face with thepossibility of
yet another was with Mexico.

Year by year, howe,ver Texas

became more secure as her population and wealth increased. 4
A joint resolution was drawn up under which Texas was to be
annexed to the United States as a slave state.

Texas accep-

ted this resolution and on December 29, 1845, the Lone Star
of the Texas flag became the twenty-eighth star in the falg
of the United States. 5
1Welch, p. 7,
4 Ibid., p. 140.

2 steen, p. 78.
51bid., p. 176.

3 Ibid., p. 129.
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Upon the annexation of Texas, Mexico declared war
on the United States on April 23, 1846. 1

But early in 1848

a treaty of peace was signed at Guadalupe Hidalgo and
Mexico gave up all claims to Texas and accepted the Rio
Grande as its boundary. 2
Texas' wide open space brought many settlers to
its territory.

The families that came to make their homes

in Texas, in the midst of the vast solitudes, were obliged
to keep constantly on the job, and use all their perserverance and courage to survive.

Those families of hardy

pioneers fused into a moral, energetic, laborious and sturdy
group of people.

Thus, despite the faults brought about by

the secluded, savage life that most of those families led,
the people were as a whole honest, temperate, upright and
generously hospitable. 3

Despite the unpleasnat conditions,

the white population increased from about 100,000 in 1845
to 421,411 in 1860, while the slave population increased
from 35,000 to 180,682. 4
Even though conditions were poor, the settlers,
with typical frontier gusto, often enjoyed themselves with
dancing, music and singing which enlivened their existence.
1 Ibid., p. 180.

2 Ibid., p. 181.

3Eugene Mais sin, The French in Mexico and Texas(1838-1839) (Salado: The Anson Jones Press, 1961), p. 219.
4

Steen, p. 235.
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They used quilting bees, barn raisings, housewarmings, and
rail splittings as only a few of the occasions for celebration.

The Mexican fandango was a lively part of Texas

dance tradition. 1
The issue of slavery was a major concern for many
years.

Sam Houston, the governor of Texas, tried to pre-

vent Texas from seceding from the Union at the time of the
Civil War .

However, the choice of secession was put to the

vote of the people of Texas and they voted to secede.

Thus

it was that on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Texas
Declaration of Independence, Texas again was proclaimed a
free and independent state, 2
Texas had a delegate at the Convention of Confed,
erate States very soon after the state's secession.

At

this meeting a constitution was drawn up, and Jefferson
Davis was elected President of the Confederacy. 3

On March

15, 1861, the Southern states, including Texas, took an
oath of allegiance to the Confederacy. 4

The fifth flag

to fly over Texas was raised.
Due 'to the location of Texas, not many battles
during the Civil War were fought within her boundaries. 5
1

Welch, p. 86.

2steen, p. 242,

3 rbid., p , 243.

4 Seymour V. Connor, Texas: A History (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1971), p. 195.
5steen, p, 248.
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However, many Texans answered the call for troops.

The

state of Texas was in great despair during the Civil War.
The western part of Texas was a land of border renegades,
devil-may-care frontiersmen, and hostile Indians.

Even in

the older settlements the inhabitants had not yet cultivated the degree of sophistication that other cities of
the South had attained.

Compared with the elegant mansions

and the thriving urban centers of most other states which
eventually seceded from the Union, Texas certainly appeared to be a "dark corner." 1
By 1865, the Southern states admitted defeat.
Texas was then faced with reorganizing its government and
restoring industry and agriculture.

The period of re-

construction was a very troubled time for all the Southern
states.

Finally, Texas met all the requirements for the

reconstruction plan, regaining its place in the Senate and
Congress, on March 30, 1870.

Texas was again under the

flag of the stars and stripes where it still remains. 2
While a part of the United States, Texas increased
in population from 818,579 in 1870 to 11,196,730 in 1970.
Until Alaska was admitted as a state in 1959, Texas was the
largest state in the Union with a boundary which encompasses
1

B. P. Gallaway, ed., The Dark Corner of the Confederacy (Abilene: William C. Brown Book Company, 1968),
p,

Vl.1,

2 rbid., p. 226.
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171,096,960 acres of land that ranges from mountainous to
flat and from desert-like to a great body of water.

Within

these boundaries is located the nations' space center; the
home of a former President; the King ranch, the largest in
America; and one of the largest oil producing sections in
the United States. 1

In the bicentennial year, 1976, as

in other years, Texans were proud to be a part of the
United States of America.
Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of this choreographic thesis was to communicate through a variety of dance idioms the movement
characteristics prominent throughout Texas history while
under the rule of each of the flags of Spain, France,
Mexico, Texas, the Confederacy, and the United States.
Statement of the Problem
The thesis problem was to choreograph a suite of
dances that would best represent the movement characteristics of the people under whose flags Texas has been ruled.
The investigator faced three inherent problems.

The first

problem was to select the prominent movement characteristics
1 Ibid., p. 376.
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of each of the six nations.

The second problem was to

select the dance idiom to best represent the prominent
movement characteristics of the respective nations.

Prob-

lem number three was to meet the criteria for adequacy
established by the investigator and the thesis committee.
General Nature of the Work
The choreographic thesis consisted of six dances,
each representing movement characteristics of the people
and their cultures while under the rule of each of the six
flags.

The dances were linked together by the use of com-

mentary which briefly described the history and life of
Texas, Texans, and the major influences of each nation that
aided in forming its history.

The length of the entire

suite with commentary was twenty-five minutes.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions of terms are included in
order to clarify terminology
A.

used throughout this thesis:

American Folk Style--A technique of riding and roping
movements added to traditional authentic cowboy steps. 1

1Agnes de Mille, Book of the Dance (New York:
Golden Press, 1963), p. 189.
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B.

Cancan--A popular dance spectacle of 19th Century
France performed by girl dancers executing high
kicks, cartwheels, et cetera. 1

C.

Folk Dance--The traditional dance of a specific
people's culture, developed by them and embodying
a national or regional flavor characteristic of them. 2

D.

Modern Ballet--The differentiation between ballet and
modern dance is now more difficult than ever.

Typi-

cal of contemporary variations of an art form, the
different styles interact on one another and tend to
merge, even after the strongest former separations. 3
E.

Modern Dance--An art form in which feelings, ideas,
and emotions are consciously expressed through
movement. 4

F.

Tap Dance--A dance of complicated rhythms beat out
with the toes and heels of the dancer's shoes, to
which metal plates (taps) have been attached. 5

1
Arnold L. Haskell, The Wonderful World of Dance
(Garden City: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1969), p. 78.

2Jane A. Harris, Anne Pittman, and Marlys S. Waller,
Dance A While (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Company,
1968), p. 4.
3De Mille, p. 188 .
4 Elizabeth R. Hayes, An Introduction to the Teachin
of Dance (New York: The Ronal Press Company, 196 , p. 66.
5

Haskell, p. 93.
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Limitations and Delimitations
The thesis was subject to the following limitations:
A.

The availability of the dancers for rehearsal.

B.

The ability of the dancers to perform well in the dance
idioms chosen.

C.

The availability of primary sources and related works
material.
The thesis was subject to the following delimitations:

A.

The number of dancers was delimited to ten.

B.

Each dancer rehearsed a maximum of three hours per week.

C.

The dancers rehearsed the suite for three months before
performing.

D.

The suite consisted of six dances which represented
the six flags over Texas.

E.

The dancers were from Odessa, Texas.

F.

The dancers were selected from the Maurine Parker
Dance Studio in Odessa, Texas.

CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
Related Works
And
ChoreographI"cApproaches
Choreographers have long felt the need to create
dances that reflect their country and their time.

The

codified technique and traditions of ballet were inappropriate means of expression for Americans in the twentieth
century.

This need for a freer mode of expression was

explored by the pioneers of "modern" dance. 1
This influence was also felt in ballet circles.
Choreographers began looking for subject matter from their
native land and movements that would appropriately illustrate those themes.

In 1938, Lew Christensen's Filling

Station and Eugene Loring's Billy the Kid, to music by Aaron
Copland, were among the first major ballets which dealt
successfully with American themes. 2
1

The writer's thesis

Kraus, p. 183.

2

Sandra Noll Hammond, Ballet Basics (Palo Alto:
National Press Books, 1974), p. 26
13
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was related in that it dealt with the state of Texas, its
development and characteristics.
Then came the choreographers Jerome Robbins, Agnes
de Mille, and Michael Kidd who translated into ballet style
some of the dynamics and technique of the modern or Martha
Graham School, both country and urban, buck and wing,
tap-dancing, cowboy struts, jive, jitterbug, rock 'n roll-in short, the whole popular vocabulary.

1

In 1942, Agnes de Mille choreographed Rodeo for the
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo.

It was a mixture of vigorous

cowboy steps and riding and roping movements; it introduced
tap dancing and realistic comedy to the ballet for the first
time. 2

De Mille used ballet, modern dance, folk dance,

and dramatic gesture in the movie Oklahomat in 1943. 3
De Mille also choreographed dances for Brigadoon,
Carousel, and Fini an' s Rainbow.

In these musicals she made

dance not merely a diversion but a means of communication. 4
Jerome

Robbins incorporated different dance forms

into his works, particularly in West Side Story, a storyballet with dialogue and songs in which a great part of the
1 De Mille, p. 188.
2walter Sorrell, The Dance Through the Ages (New
York: Gross e t and Dunlap, 1967), p. 216.
3walter Terry, The Dance in America (San Francisco:
Harper and Row, 1971), p. 157.
4 Ibid., p. 225.
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action is non-realistic dance pantomime. 1

Some of his other

works include Fancy Free, High Button Shoes, Billion Dollar
Baby, and The King and

r. 2

In Michael Kidd's choreography of Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers in the mid 1950's, he choreographed a big,
roaring barn dance; a tender dance for the brides; a
brawling fight; and a moody, dreamy dance communicating the
men's feelings as they went about their farm duties. 3
In the above listed works the choreographers introduced different dance idioms to convey one idea or theme.
In this same manner, this writer-choreographer conveyed one
idea through the u s e of various danc e idioms in her th e si s .
A similar work presented at the Texas Woman's
University was Dottye Ricks' "Louisiana Vignettes. 114

In

this, Ricks told the history of Louisiana through dance and
commentary which was presented between the dances in much
the same way as the present work.
A choreographic dissertation, also presented at the
Texas Woman's University, "Dance Commentary:

An Original

Suite of Fourteen Dances Based Upon the Evolution of Dance
1De Mille, p. 192.
3 Ibid.,p. 229

2Terry, p. 224.

4Dottye ·Ricks, "Louisiana Vignettes" (Master's
thesis, Texas Woman's University, 1975).
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Through the Ages of Man 111 by Carol Rae, traced the history
of dance from primitive man through the avant-garde era.

A

great range of dance styles and idioms with accompanying
commentary were included.
With the increasing success of the American dance
style, a dancer must be proficient in every idiom of dance,
because musical comedy, television, movies, and Broadway
often use many different idioms within one production.

In

Walter Terry's book Dance in America he states the type
of dances used by television alone.
There are tap dances, ballets, geometric
figurations, visualizations of popular songs,
acrobatic, specialties, folk dancing, many
ethnologic dances, children's pieces, fairy
tales, avant-garde experiments and, of course,
social dance forms ranging from gavottes and
galliards through the ballroom dances of the
twentieth century.2
The investigator-choreographer of the present work
used six dance idioms to convey one theme or idea.

In the

following chapter the selection and application of these
idioms are discussed.
1 carol Rae, "Dance Commentary: An Original Suite
of Fourteen Dances Based Upon the Evolution of Dance Through
the Ages of Man" (Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas Woman's University, 1973).
2

Terry, p. 232.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
The purpose of this thesis was to relate through a
variety of dance idioms the movement characteristics prominent
throughout Texas history.

Therefore, the history of Texas

was studied in order to discover what type of people helped
settle Texas.

The investigator then decided which dance idiom

would best communicate the movement characteristics prominent
of the people under each of the six flags.

Music, costuming,

and the selection and number of dancers were the next concerns
of the choreographer.

These subjects and others will be dis-

cussed in detail in the following chapter.
Selection of Dance Idioms
The movement characteristics chosen to represent each
nation were felt by the investigator to be prominently associated with each nation and at the same time able to offer a
variety of dance styles and forms.
ballet, tap, folk, and modern.

The dance idioms used were

For clarification the following

is an explanation of each of the dance idioms:
1.

Spain:

The chosen movement characteristic of Spain was

from the bullfight.

The bullfight has been popular in Spain

for many years and is still popular today.

As explained

by Leslie Charteris, the bullfighter moves with the grace
17
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and fluidity of a dancer.

The following is Charteris'

view of the bullfight as stated in the book, Juan Belmonte:
The corrida (bullfight) itself is the most tragic
and beautiful ballet that was ever staged: the
torero creating consciously with his own slim glowing
body and his plastic capa, balancing spiral lines
to the unconscious curves of the charging black
bull.
It is this magnificent creation of beauty in
counterline in the face of death that the Spaniard
cheers, not the dancer and the death itself . . .
and now there is one man, the matador, armed only
with the cape and his skill and knowledge of bullfighting, meeting the bull alone, playing it, keeping it charging the cape and not himself, controlling
the bull, steadying its rush, keeping it close to
him, dominating it, holding it with the cloth as if
it were a magnet, weaving the earth-shaking mass
of savage flesh around his body as if it were something smooth and plastic, and doing all this, if
he is doing it well, as smoothly and gently and
gracefully as a dancer, sculpturing the poised and
airy attitudes of his slender body against the dark,
destroying mass of the bull, seemingly without effort,
seemingly without risk . . . 1
2.

France:

The French movement characteristic chosen was

from the famous French cancan.

There is no question

that in its day the cancan was the naughtiest of dances,
but its popularity nonetheless lasted for well over fifty
years. 2

In the Colliers magazine article, "Those Who

Cancan", Sey Chassler writes;
According to Webster's Unabridged Dictionary the
cancan is "a rollicking modern dance of French
1 La Meri, SEanish Dancing (New York:
Company, 1948), p. 7 .

A. S. Barnes and

2Thomas Frost, Gaite Parisienne (Columbia Records).
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or1g1n marked by extravagant movements . . . and
seen chiefly in the theatre." The cancan, however,
is not a modern dance. As nearly as can be determined, it sprang up sometime during the middle of
the nineteenth century. And it is not extravagant
for it wastes no motions. It is directly adapted
from the quadrille, European version of the
American square dance developed during the 1840's
in Paris night clubs, it may look like a wild and
sinful terpsichorean tantrum but is a dance as
formal as the minuet.I
3.

Mexico:

The Mexican movement characteristics chosen were

dominant in the folk dance.

Anne Schley Duggan, in the

Folk Dance Library, states, "The folk dances afford one
of the most direct and vital clues to a genuine understanding of the Mexicans. 112
4.

Texas:

The movement chosen as characteristic of Texas is

from the American folk style.

The American folk style

was introduced by Agnes de Mille in her production of
Rodeo.

The following is her definition of the American

folk style as found in her book The Book of the Dance:
De Mille built a whole technique out of riding and
roping movements and added them to traditional
authentic cowboy steps . They were first introduced
in Rodeo and have generally permeated the American
follcsfyle. 3
1 sey Chassler, "Those Who Cancan",
1951, p. 21.

Colliers, August

2
Anne Schley Duggan, The Folk Dance Library: Folk
Dances of the United States and Mexico (New York: A.s-.-Barnes and Company, 1948), p. 102.

3 De Mille, p. 189.
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5.

Confederacy:

The movement characteristics chosen

represented the sad, tumultuous period of the Civil War .
Modern dance best displays the emotions of the people
during this period.
6.

United States:

The movement most characteristic of the

United States is a patriotic tap.

A part of our American

heritage is the development of the tap dance .

In the

book The Dance in America, Walter Terry traces tap dancing to the Negro.

In his words:

The Negroes, with their African heritage, had of
course danced, but with the magical voice, and
soul, of the drum taken away from them, they combined within their own bodies both movement and
sound. In time, those with performing talents
picked up the white man's clog dancing, and from
this logical, but unanticipated dance union was
born the tap dance, the first indigenous American
art dance, other than the ritual dances of the
American Indian.1
After approval by the thesis committee of the subject
of the thesis and the above selected dance idioms, the investigator sought to determine which music would be most
suitable for the proposed choreography.
Selection of Accompaniment
The music for the work was chosen first, before any
choreographing began, because ihe music had to parallel the
desired movement characteristics.
1

Terry, p. 157 .

For example, music from
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"Gaite Parisienne" was chosen for the cancan; the "Mexican
Hat Dance" was chosen for the Mexican folk dance.

The cho-

reographer choreographed the dances by listening to the
moods, rhythms, and styles represented by the music.
Another noteworthy aspect of the music was rather
than mixing full sound with single instrument pieces, which
the investigator felt might break the musical continuity of
the piece, only full instrument

works were used.

Require-

ments of the music were that it be interesting, convey the
proper mood or feeling, and of course, be danceable.
The music used for the dance, Spain, was from the
folk dance record, Authentic Folk Music and Dances of the
World.

The song, "Sevillianos" 1 offered a full sound by

the use of one guitar and castanets.

These instruments

conveyed the Spanish feeling desired by the investigator.
Music for the cancan had been used by the investigator on a previous occasion.

It was from the ballet, Gaite

Parisienne 2 choreographed by Leonide Massine in 1938.
The "Mexican Hat Dance" recorded by Mantovani was
chosen to represent the music of Mexico.

This was the most

1 "Sevillianos." Authentic Folk Music and Dances of
the World, Murray Hill Records.
2
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Philharmonic,
Gaite Parisienne, Columbia Records.

3Mantovani and his Orchestra, "The Mexican Hat
Dance." From Monty With Love, London Records.
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difficult music to select.

The investigator had to locate a

fully orchestrated version of the piece.

One, that at the

same time, offered an interesting variation from the theme
and also tempo and mood changes allowing for more versatility
in the music and dance.

Several different versions were

listened to but this arrangement seemed to meet the above
requirements more readily.
The investigator had heard the music used for dance
number four, Texas, many years before.

It was taken from a

nine minute work "Pops Hoe-Down" from Boston Pops Roundup.

1

Other possibilities were considered but this arrangement kept
recurring in the choreographer's mind.

A copy of the music

was finally located which seemed to represent the down home
party time of Texas in its early years.
"Shenandoah", as recorded by Ferrante and Teicher 2
was used to represent the Confederacy.

It is a slow, moving

piece which seemed to convey the feeling the investigator
was striving for.
The last dance, a salute to the United States, consisted of the theme songs of the Air Force, Army, Navy, and
Marine branches of the armed services and ended in "Stars
and Stripes Forever."

The music used was "The Spirit of

1Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops, "Pops Hoe-down."
Pops Roundup, RCA Victor Records.
2Ferrante and Teicher, "Shenandoah."
United Artists Records.

Spirit of 176,
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'76 Medley" recorded by the pianists Ferrante and Teicher. 1
This very patriotic piece of music was used by the investigator because 1976 was the bicentennial year of the United
States.
Selection of Dancers
There were several criteria used by the choreographer
in the selection of the dancers.

First of all, the dancers

had to be able to perform well in the idioms selected to be
included in the choreography.

Second, ten dancers were chosen

because two of the dances used couples thus requiring an
even number of dancers.

Also, the investigator felt that

ten dancers made the stage seem full, an effect which was
desired in the dances of Texas and the United States.
The dancers were chosen from the advanced and intermediate ballet classes at Maurine Parker Dance Studio in
Odessa, Texas, because Odessa was the home of the investigator-choreographer and the place the work was choreographed
and rehearsed.

All of the dancers were notified of the re-

hearsal schedule and the amount of extra time the choreography
would entail.

They were also informed of the trip that took

them to Denton, Texas on May 2, 1976, in order to perform the
work at Texas Woman's University.
1 Ferrante and Teicher, "The Spirit of '76 Medley."
~irit of 17_6,
United Artists Records.
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After the dancers had been selected, the investigator
placed the dancers in the dances best suited to their
abilities and styles.
The following is a look at each dance and the number
and type of dancers used.
1.

Spain:

This dance was a solo.

The dancer had to convey

a feeling of strength and stateliness.
be able to perform well on pointe.

She also had to

The use of pointe

shoes gave the dancer a smooth, light, flowing, agile
appearance.

The dancer chosen by the investigator was

thin with long legs .

This allowed for longer lines and

a more pronounced view of the capework.
2.

France:

The cancan was a fast, strenuous dance.

The

investigator used seven of the stronger dancers.

Due

to costume changes the dancer in the first number was
not in this dance.
3.

Mexico:

The Mexican folk dance was somewhat easier;

therefore, six dancers were used including some of the
less advanced.

An even number of dancers were involved

because partners were used .
4.

Texas :

All ten dancers were used in this dance.

dance employed five boy-girl couples.

The

The stronger

dancers were used as boys while the smaller, more lyrical
dancers were the girls.
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5.

Confederacy:

Four of the more advanced dancers were used

in this dance.

The dance was a slow, flowing modern dance.

It required dancers with control and who could convey the
proper feelings.
6.

United States:

Everyone was used in the final dance.

It

began as a large group dance, then was divided into
smaller groups each representing a different branch in the
service.

The dancers were grouped together according to

their tap dancing skills.

The first group was made up of

five intermediate tap dancers.
two advanced dancers.
ginners.

The second group required

The third consisted of three be-

All groups performed together again for the

finale to "Stars and Stripes Forever."
Choreographing the Dances
After the selection of the music and dancers, the
choreographic process began.

The choreographer kept in mind

the chosen movement characteristics; the abilities of her
dancers; and the moods, rhythms, and styles represented by
the music.
The choreographer began with the French cancan because
it involved only the advanced ballet class.

The larger group

numbers were rehearsed first during their regular c.lass time,
because group numbers usually require more rehearsal time in
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order to achieve a movement unity among the dancers.

The

.solo and smaller group numbers were -·taught and rehearsed later.
Periodically, the investigator video-taped the dances
and sent them to Denton, Texas, to be viewed by the thesis
committee.

Comments or suggested changes by the committee

were then carried out.
The dancers rehearsed the dances on a stage in Odessa,
Texas, several times which included an onstage dress rehearsal
a few days prior to the performance in Denton.

A technical

rehearsal was held in Denton on the day of the performance
but because of lack of time it was not possible to have a
dress rehearsal before the actual performance on the evening,of
May 3, 1976, in the Texas Woman's University MainAuditorium.
Costuming the Dances
The costumes were designed by the choreographer.

The

following items were considered while designing the costumes.
First of all, the costume had to represent the dance.

The

costume had to parallel the music, movement, and idea being
conveyed.

Next, the costumes had to complement the dance

and the dancer.

The last problem considered by the choreogra-

pher was that the dancers be able to change quickly because
there was very little time for costume changes during the performance.

The dancers had only the time allowed by the com-

mentary to change costumes.
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A description of the costumes for each dance follows:
1.

Spain:

The dancer's costume was a black turtleneck

leotard and tights, a red cummerbund and red toe shoes.
The dancer used a cape of red and black satin.

Her hair

was pulled back in a low bun.
2.

France:

The costumes were tabbed leotards in the follow-

ing colors:

pink, purple, yellow, red, blue, orange, and

green with a knee length split skirt in a color matching
the leotard.

The ruffles on the underside of the skirt

and across the seat of the leotard were of a contrasting
(lighter or darker) shade of the skirt.

They also wore

garters, opera hose, and pink ballet shoes.

In their

hair, which was pulled back in a low bun, they wore
feathers matching the color of their leotard.
3.

Mexico:

The dancers wore white peasant blouses, mid-

calf length blue skirts, a brightly colored pink sash,
and black baby-doll shoes.

A pink sombrero trimmed with

the sash material and pink ball fringe was also part of
the costume.
4.

Texas:

The dancers wore their hair in a low bun.

The dancers dancing as men wore blue jeans, a

blue denim shirt, and a neck scarf to match their partner's dress.

They wore cowboy hats and heavy shoes.

Their hair was worn in a low bun.

The girls were dressed

in ankle length, multi-colored dresses with pantaloons,
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pink tights, and ballet shoes.

They also wore a match-

ing ribbon in their hair which was in a half pony tail.
5.

Confederacy :

The dancers were dressed in long, simply-

cut dresses with circular skirts of varying shades of
tan.
6.

They wore their hair in a low bun.

United States:

For this dance the dancers wore red

leotards and a white satin waistcoat jacket with tails.
The white jacket was trimmed in blue.

They also wore

a red, white, and blue "Uncle Sam" style hat, opera hose,
and black tap shoes.

In this dance they wore their hair

down.
The costumes for France, Mexico, and the United States
were the only costumes that had to be constructed.
costumes were borrowed or rented.

The other

The seamstress chosen

was one experienced in making costumes.

While the costumes

were being completed the dancers used "practice skirts" if
their dance required it which aided in the choreography and
rehearsal of the dances.
Scenery for the Production
The only scenery used was the six flags.

These were

borrowed from a flag company in San Antonio, Texas.

Fishing

line was used to hang the flags from batons at the back of
the stage.

They had to be hung where they were all visible

and could be spotlighted.

(See Appendix C, Scenery).
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Lighting for the Production
Lighting for the choreographic work was set up
during a technical rehearsal at the Texas Woman's University
the afternoon of the performance.
The curtain was closed at the beginning of the work
and remained closed for the introductory commentary.
auditorium house lights were off.

The

At a certain point the

curtains opened and a spotlight was put on the flag of the
first nation represented.
each dance.

This spotlighting was done between

After each dance there was a blackout, then the

spotlight lit up the flag corresponding to the commentary.
As the dance began the spotlight was turned out and the stage
lights were used.
For the first number, Spain, the spotlight was used
to follow the solo dancer.

The stage had a reddish cast.

The dancers entered down the aisles for the second
dance.
entered.

The spotlight shone all around the auditorium as they
As they came to the stage the spotlight was turned

off and the stage lights came up to full.
Dances three and four, Mexico and Texas, were done in
full stage lights of bright, amber colors.
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The lights used on the Confederate dance gave a bluish
cast to the stage.

The lights slowly faded at the end.

Full stage lights were used on the last number, United
States.

The dancers were already on stage when the lights

came up.
Commentary Accompanying the Production
The commentary which began the production and was
presented between each dance was a brief history of Texas
and the dance characteristics of the nations chosen by the
choreographer as prominent in its history.
had two purposes.

This commentary

The first wa.s to give the audience a brief

history of Texas and the second was to give the dancers time
to change costumes between dances.
The commentary which was written by the choreographer,
was recorded by Rick Elliot, a disc jockey for KOZA Radio
Station, in Odessa, Texas.

(See Appendix B, Commentary).

Production of the Work
Before the final performance, a performance and practice
tape had to be recorded.

This was done by Rick Elliott, a

disc jockey, at KOZA Radio Station in Odessa, Texas.
The investigator sent a list of dances and dancers as
they were to appear in the program and consulted with the
program director as to the order of the actual performance.
(See Appendix D, Concert Program).
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Aspects of the technical rehearsal, the afternoon of
the performance, were handled by the choreographer, stage
manager, and production manager.
The public performance was presented on May 3, 1976,
at 8:00 p.m., at the Texas Woman's University's Main
Auditorium in Denton, Texas.
Evaluation of the Project
The choreographer chose to have the thesis evaluated
by the three members of the thesis committee and seven other
persons consisting of students, dancers, and non-dancers, professors, and the general public.

The evaluation form was

randomly handed out at the beginning of the concert.

The

evaluators were asked to return the completed evaluation forms
to a member of the thesis committee as soon as possible.
Criteria for evaluation of the work are discussed in Chapter V.

CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OF DANCES
In this chapter the investigator has included each
dance written out step by step.

Before each dance is a

general description of the dance and information that might
be helpful in reproducing the dance.

There is also a video-

tape of the choreographic work on permanent file at the Texas
Woman's University.

Gail Grant's Technical Manual and

Dictionary of Classical Ballet 1 was the source used by the
investigator for the clarification of the ballet terminology.
A list of abbreviations, below, is also included to help in
the reading of the dance notes.
1.

abd.

abdomen

2.

aud.

audience

3.

bk.

back

4.

brsh.

brush

s.

cples.

couples

6.

ctr.

center

7.

cts.

counts

8.

diag.

diagonal

9.

dir.

direction

1 Gail Grant, Technical Manual and Dictionary of Classical
(New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1967).

~
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10. DS

down stage

11. frt.

front

12. ft.

foot

13. fwd.

forward

14. 1.

left, direction

15

L.

left, hand or foot

16. pos

position

17. pt.

point

18 . ptnr.

partner

19. r.

right, direction

20. R.

right, hand or foot

21. shldr.

shoulder

22. tgthr.

together

23. TO

turned out

24. twd.

toward

25.

us

up stage

26. w/

with

27.

across or crossed

X
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Spain
The dance choreographed to represent Spain was one
depicting the Spanish bullfighter.
was performed as a solo.

Therefore, the dance

The qualities the choreographer

was seeking were that of courage, strength, command of the
bull, and importantly, the technique of the cape.

The dancer

should have made the audience feel the presence of the bull,
while at the same time, making them aware of the bullfighter's
pride, agility, and gracefulness.
The dancer chosen by the choreographer was tall and
slender offering long lines and a defined use of the cape.
The choreographer felt that the cape should flow with the
<lane.er as if it were an extension of her.

It was also im-

portant that the dancer accent the Spanish style arms, hands,
and arched back whenever possible.
The music of this dance was rather complex to count.
It was in measures of two's, three's, and four's.

The

investigator counted it out but it might be easier in the
future to follow the musical phrasing.
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SPAIN
COUNTS

Enter at
end of
commentary

I.
3 count:-; a f
3

I
2

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

Strike pose w/
R forward x in
front of L.
I{ resting on
poi.ntc

cape held behind
back at waist w/
both hands

enter stage
1, DS

6 chalne turns
lafld feet together, 6th
pas. relevc'

cape behind
waist

moving to
center
stage

Still on

circle cape
overhead

in place

rel eve"

Step L to 1,
drag R to in-

w/ both han<ls

hold cape to r.

moving to 1

cape raised overhead

in place

A

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

,

II.
1-4

I I I.
I
2, 3

1, 2

step of L.
Repeat ending
w/ feet together

IV.
I
2, 3, 4
1, 2

V,
3

4
I

2

1
.l.r..L.L2
.... _,_

x R over t.
executing turn
Repeat other
foot

Step R to 1,
Step L,
Step R, X 1.,
Releve' R flick

cape heh.ind
back at waist

~i~~t{~~b~.to
r
---1l.c=-"...._....,,......_
_________________

,■
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SPA tN- -Continued
COUNTS

, VI.
:1

&
~: 2, 3
I
;,: & 4

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STEPS

Step R x over L,
step L

overhead in

tour j ete' w/

figure S's

tw i rling cape

knees bent

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

Moving
toward
left back
diagonal.

(land in 4th)

Jump up bcn t
knees (swastika)

iii

~ --------'-•_n_d_in_4_t_h_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

! VII.
I 1-2
, 3- 4

1- 2
3-4, 1 - 2
3-4

Chasse' R,
Rel eve' R w/ L
in bk, attitude.
Fall out of it
sliding L x R.
Repeat, except

slide on down to
R knee.

Turning to r

1-4
1-2

put L knee down .
end frt. Ron
toe

,

Vil!.

Cape held in L
drnggi ng behind

moving toward
center stage

R arm overhead
palm out .
Repeat
Bring cape in
frt. of body end-

ing in frt of R
knee.
R. on hip

cape draped over
L shoulder & L
side of torso

moving DS

Step R, demi
hitch-kick to
the bk. w/ knees
bent.
Repeat 2 more
times

cape in both hands
in £rt, of hody
turning in nnd out
each time.

Moving in
bk. left
dig, to
center

step together in
6th pos. on toe
hold.

cape goes to r
in both hands,

in pla.c e

I, 2, 3

stand up, releve
R, passC L. Lean
torso toward

I, 2, 3

Repeat R.

leg in passe",

IX.
I, 2

3'
2,
I

ti
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SPA lN- -Cont.i nued
PART 11

STEPS

COUNTS

ARM AND BODY

MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

1.

1, '2, 3. I

4 bris'es

begin-

n i ng front.

2, 3. 1 - 3
I, 2

I I.
I, 2, 3. 4

TI I,
1-3, 1,l

IV,
I, '2 ,
1, 2,

2 cabriolcs
[rant back
piqul arabesque
R.

cape held overhead in hath
hands

in place

cape held in
2nd in L hand

ending
centerstage

wulk in small
circle to r,
taking 4 steps

8 toe hops w/
L in low frt.
atti t ude.

circle cape
overhead

6 pas de chats
to 1.

cape in both
hands, moves
f rom I to r in
front of body

in place

moving 1.

slowly
V.
1, '2. 3
I ,

:z,

Rclevc R extend
to sc-cond
Repeat same 1 eg.

].

3

circling cape in
front and up over
head.

moving DS

cape in I:, ·drags
on chasse
R. overhead

moving r to
bk, left. d

~---t---·

I~'. ' z •

3' 4

Cha:,;s~

pique° R

L in bk, atti-

tudc
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SPAIN- -Continued
COUNTS

VII.
1, 2

1'
: VII I.
' } , 2I 3
\ 4 meas.

TX,
I
2
3, 4, I , 2

X.

I, 2
3
1, 2,

:i;

XI.
1, 2, 3
1

XI I.
I
2
3

Xl JT.
1
2
3

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

step to 6th pos.
on pointe

cape r, in both
hands

face 1. DS
corner

4 leap turns

cape in both
hands, figure
8 's overhead

moving to r.
stage

pique' R. L in
frt . attitµde
Run to corner

Pas de chcval
hopping on pointe
2 w/R forward
1 w/L forward
Repeat.
4 running steps
on pointe kicking feet in low
bk attitude

cape at hip, R

in place

arm up

stays at hip

cape is draped
over L s houlder
and front of
body

run to r.
U. S. corner

movi n g in dia
to center
stage.
same as

above
Repeat

cape swings overhead

center stage

step R
chasse"
hitch kick bk .

arch back & throw

Moving to

bent knees

cape overhead

stage left

Step down L
x R in back for
soutenu turn

w/
•-------•E••x.1..T______,.b,.o,.t•h-h.,•,.n,.d,_,_____
c_•_n_t:,:, ,.,.':,~~:.:._.J
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France
The cancan

was performed by seven dancers.

The dance

was to be flashy, flirty, and happy.
The dancers entered down the aisles of the auditorium
on the introductory music.

The dance notes begin after

the introduction.
For the most part, this dance is counted in measures
of eight, however, on steps VII and XXIV there is only a six
count measure.
When holding the skirt 'infront, the dancers take
one bottom corner of the split skirt in each hand holding the
hands apart at just below

shoulder level.
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FRANCE
COUNTS

ARM ANO BODY

STEPS

MOVEMliNTS

2 1/2

~
-~

it
!.

meas. of
8

s,
7.

Enter running
down aud, aisle
Cartwheels &
flips when on
stage
Run to line US
s tri kc pose w/
R fwd. on ball
of ft.

holding Ii
swishing
ski rt

hold skirt up ,
lower torso twd
1. Upper torso

STAGE

llTRECTTONS

i mprov i sud

Straight line
ucross back of
stgc . , facing
DS

OS

I.
1
&

moving i.n
.Ii nc DS

Step R. x L.
Step bk . L. in
place
Step R in place.
x L over R
Step bk R in
place.
Step L.

holding skirt
up in frt . swis h
to the r . Twist
lower torso .

Repeat step I.

Rep cat

Rep cat

demi rand de
jambe R to r pt
toe a terre.
pas de bourCe R
bk. end in 5th

holding skirt
in frt.
look at pol n te<l
ft

moving OS

swish to the 1 .

II.

5 &
' 7 &

I I I.
1 & 2

3 & 4

5, 6

!~~~pp~

with no

changer
SOUS - SUS R

Hold,

frt.
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·--··-·"'

·--------

COU NTS

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTION

IV.

2
meas or 8

Repeat steps
l & II

,

V.

J & 2

Balance to l.
with L.
Pique" turn r on
R. end with R
Jump L with R
in low frt.
attitude
Jump R with L
in low frt.
attitude.
Jump L with R
in low frt.
attitude .

~!~!:b~6S~h f~~~

·close 5th R frt .
VI.
1
3 &
5 &

7 & 8

VII.
1-8
1-6
1- 2

Repeat

Repeat

Skirt moves to
the left.

Repeat

skirt opposite
raised leg

skirt held in
front

Repeat

e'chappe change'
twice
SOUS-SUS

Same
R.

f rt

turning 1/ 4 turn
to r, bendin_q:
fwd . at waist.
repeat sous - sus
turning 1/4 turn
to face US

Repeat Steps
IV & V

Same

push skirt up
in back with
both hands
Repeat

Repeat

Repeat
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COUNTS

STEPS

Run in own circle
to diagonal line
legs in l ow bk.
attitude

/\RM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

swish skirt
from side to
side

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

tl.i a from 1.
U. S. Corner
to r. ll. S .
corner

lX.

be in place
move R toe on
the floor, knee
bent, from 1.
to r in a semicircle. End in
pose with
R toe pointed

on the floor,
knee bent. The
L ft. pivots
slightly to
the r.
, X.
1-8

8 rand de j ambc
en I 'air, en
dehors, hopping

R. arm fol lows
R. leg, then
res ts on the
R. hip holding
that side of
skirt. I. arm

leg ex tended
to r. DS

corner

is curved overhead.
Head to r.

same as

Repeat

a hove

Repeat

Repeat

on the L. each
time

XI.
1

2
3-8

Passe' R then
kick R out
Repeat 3 times,
hopping with
each leg move ..
ment
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COUNTS

Al{M ANll IIOJIY

STF.PS

MOVEMl!N'l'S

XTI.
1 & 2
3 & 4

Step R . ball
change, L. ball
change
Kick L. bk. in
low attitude.

holding skirt up
swish to r then
1.

S 'l'Al:t ;
IJ 1 IU\C:T IONS

moving to ~
ward r DS
corner

Body lean s fwd.
sightly.

Repeat R

XIII.
1 &
2, 3

& 4
5-8

Step R, lift L
straight fwd.
knee bent
dCveloppe' R. to
kick front.

Hold ski rt in
front of body.

Step R, h a ll
Change, Ste p
ball change
Run to formation

swish skirt opp.
frt . leg .
swish from side
to side

Rep cat

Pour daneers
facing each
other in 2
groups
Three dancers
D.S.

XIV

1, 2
3, 4
S, 6
7, 8
1-8
1-4

Run R, L,

toM

gethcr 6th pas.
facing r., L.
hip raised
Repeat L.
R. fwd. bent on
ball of foot

7

8
1-4
5-8

Step R turning
to r, flick I.
up in hack
Run upsta ge

swish ski rt
pull up side to
show raised hip

three dancers
moving D.S.

unhook garter

This step done
by 2 groups
simultaneously

both hands

circle garter in
R. hand over
head tw ice
throw garter .into the aud.
·throw kiss ove r
L . shlclr. w. R.
hanc..1
swish skirt.

turn US
form 2 1.incs
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FRANC I> -Conti nucd
COUNTS

ARM AND BODY

STEPS

MOVEMENTS

J -4
5-8, J - 4
5-8
1 -4

s- 8
1-4

5- 8

Piqu~ turn
2 cartwheels
i nsi<le pirouette
l plque,.
1 (.:,1rtwhccl
l inside pirouette
Hun to place

usual arms for
turns

same
swish skirt

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

Move twd. ctr
Lines cross
slightly
Reverse
direction
reverse
direction
form 2 li ne s

xv.
RclcvC I..

w/

R. in p.:1rallcl
p,1s~c
pl

i.c" L.

R. hand at bk.
of neck posed.
L ,:irm extended
to side

Rep cat
movi n g DS

Extend H x I, to

I. l{clcvd'L.
Step n.

w/

Hcpc.i t

XV I.
J -8

L.

l{ cpca t s tcp
XTV

reverse arms

Repeat

Repeat

- - - - - - - -•-----------··-------XV! I.

l •4

2 slow p iqu/

S- 8
I - 2, 3 - ~
5- 6, 7 - 8

~u~~:t~r piqut

XVl 11.
1- 2

3-8

r i.qu/ turn pos

forming
large circle
over stage

turns r

follow through
to form 1
line

S11utl H. in
arabesque
Ihm to 2 lines

sw.ishi.ng skirt
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FRANCE- - Conti nuc<l
COUNTS

ARM ANn BODY

STEPS

MOVl!MI\NTS

STA(;f:

DIRECTIONS

-- ··- ----- - -- -

XIX.
1

& 4

Leap r on R.
step L, on ball
of foot, knee
bent, in frt.
of R.
Step R.
Repeat L.

ii{~e~:s~~-

in 1 1 inc
mov in g ns

skirt in front
of body moving
from side to
side with step

w/

step L w/,, R in
bk. coupe
Step R in place
degage L to 2nd
Coup? L bk. as

plie" R.

xx.

1-8

XXI.
1 & 2
3 & 4

S, 6, 7, 8

3 &

Repeat all of
step XIX reversing

Step R ball
change,
step L ball
change
4 running s tep s
beg. R, lifting
other leg in low
bk. attitude
Step R ball
change,
Step L ball

Rep cut

Repeat

Repeat
swish skirt
fr om side to side

repeat

c,ha nge ,
J;chappc 2nd
close 5th IL frt.
Sous-sus

put

plil 5th

others shl<lr.

;i

rms on {'a l°l1

bk. line moves
up to £rt.
line forming
l line downstage
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FRANCE- -Continued
STEPS

COUNTS

XXTT L
1

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

jump hoth feet.
together,
hop L. bringing
R to parallel
passC.
Jump feet toget her

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

in 1 line

Repeat

Straight line

Kick R x L

5-8, 1-8

(high k.icks)
Repeat L, R, L

XXIV.

al tern.:1 ting

dancers step

alternat i ng
dancers step

buck to form 2

bk.

to form 2 1 ines
~{~~\. passC
2
3-R

1-4
5_

6
XXV.
I, 2
3, 4
5

IL TO. {;r;ib
heel w/ R hand.
extend leg to

2n4. llop L
turning in own
circle to r.
Release leg
close 5th R frt.

2 cch~ppes

~~~~~S'r R.

frt
close 5th R frt
pirouette from
5th outside.
close 5th R frt

XXVI.
1-8

arms in 2nd

xxvrr

5-8

XXV.

Repeat

Slow piqu[ turn
R.
,
Slow p"ique at -

pique turn arms

t itu dc turn R.

--- -·---- --·- ·
l-8

in 2 lines

Repeat Step

1-4

xxvrIT.

L arm ls rounded
over head

Repeat

in own circle

R arm in 2nd
L arm over head

- - - ------------------Hcpea t s tcp
XXVJ I.

Repca t

Repeat
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FRANCE- -Cont inucd
COUNTS

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAG!i
DIRECTIONS

XXIX.
1-4
5-8
& 1,

2 slow piqu6
turns R
Soutenu turn R

3, 4

Jump up in sous-

5, 6,
8

1-5

sus
S1 ide down into
splits
raise torso

pique turn arms
both arms overhead.

top torso leans
over frt leg.
grab skirt
shake ski rt
raise R arm
s traight over head

in own ci.rcle
bk 1 lnc moves
up to meet frt.
1 inc DS.
(rt.

r ns

leg twd.

corner
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Mexico
A version of the Mexican Hat Dance represented
Mexico.

The basic steps were taken from the book, The Folk

Dance Library:

Folk Dances of the United States and Mexico 1

by Anne Schley Duggan.

Six dancers performed the dance;

which was to be a colorful, stylized, fun folk dance representing the lifestyles and moods of the Mexican people.
Most of the dance was counted in measures of eight
but there were a few measures of four and six within the
piece.
1 Duggan, p. 102.
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MEXICO
COU NT S

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

l -8

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

Intro

r.
I. , 2, 3

run ill RLR

4

x L over R turn ing r.
continue tuin

5- 8

hands holding
sk i rt low

One dancer
enters
from each corner and side
centers . End

w/ one in

center stage.

Th e others
spaced on stage
making two lines.

----- - - -- - - -- - r 1.
l

ah
2- 8
l-6
7

heel R twist
toe out
step L ba11
of foot
step R ball of
foot
Repeat alternating feet

swi s hing ski rt
low

in place

stomp R next to
L

Hold
f I I.

I
f,
nh

R. heel
R. ba ll o[ foot
step L

2- 8
l- 6
7
8

Repeat using
only R foot.

both hands on
L hip. Look over
L shoulder.

do step tti rning in your

own circle .
Only make one
turn

stomp R
hold

lV .
l-4
5 -8

Hands on hips
shoulders turn
in di-rection of

side to side

audience.
V.

I
2, 3
4
5-8

Leap L to 1,
drag R. toe in
tap at instep
Repeat R.

Repeat

repeat
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STEPS

COUNTS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE

DIRECTIONS

VT.

1

back line moves
fwd. front line

Leap bk.

brushing
fwd

di ag.

Hands on hips

moves bkwd

Brush bk. R x L
Brush frt. R

5- 8
1- 6
Vl I.
1-4
5- 8

Brush bk. R to
r, flipping
foot up and
pivoting on I,
to l frt corner
Repeat L. R, I..

forming 1 line

Rand de j nmbe

L 1 eg

hands on hips

in place

Hands on hips

change lines

x L over R to
turn.

VJ JI.
1, 2, 3
4
5-8
1-8

I X.
I -3
4

5- 8
1 -R

3 running steps

R, L, R

x L over R
turn around
Repeat

paddle turn
stomp L

reverse

a

Repeat L, R, L
change din'!C-

t ions w/ each

arm curved in £rt
i.n direction of
turn. Other to
side.

bk. moves fwd.
to meet frt.
forming 1 line

Hands on hips

Beginning stage
r, dancers 1
and 6 turn out.
Dancers 2 and S
turn in.
Dancers 3 and 4
turn out.

turn.

X.

I
2
& 3
4-6
7, 8

1-8

Some will start
to r some 1
(See s tagc di rec ·
tions}
step R
X I, bk.
leap R
x L over R
turning, knees
bent
end up bk to
bk w/ OS leg
in frt slightly.
R. toe on floor
leg bent
Repeat other leg

reverse
direction~
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MEXI.CO · ~conti n ued

COU NTS

XI.
1
2
3, 4

STEPS

l·6

Everyone
Leap R to r,
tapl.atR
rand de j amhe
L (outside)
round de jambc
L (inside)
tap I. at in step
Repeat to L

XII.
1-8

walk to place

ARM AND ROnY
MOVEMENT S

lland s on hips

Ila ts are thrown
in from off
stage

Xl I I.
l •2

heel step R
heel step L
Repeat R, L

3•4

S- 8

XIV.
1

in place

b8ck to begin·

ning pos.

going around
hands on hips

sombrero to
r.

hands clapping
hy R ear

continue
around som·
brero .

step R
clap hands
step I.

"r,
2

3- 4

5- 7,

STAGE

DIRECT IONS

"8

clap hands
Repeat R, L, R,
I.
R, clap twice
after the last
step.

head turned to 1

xv .
l·8
1- 8

Rcpc;.1t steps

XVI.

IL toe on hr im
of hat, step
on R. ball of
foot,
step L out of
hat
repeat

3-8

XI l T ,

same

XIV

holding up
skirt slightly
look at foot

reverse direc·
tion and move
around hat.
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. Counts

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

XVI I.
1, 2
3' ~

5

XV r l I.

r, 1
2
ti 3, 4

step R i.n hat
step J. out
close R to I.
bend knees and
pick up hat,
stand up,
put hat on head
The girl in center docs this
step while others
stand in place.
Heel R, hall of
foot R, !-tcp L
Repeat

XIX.

Repeat step

1•8
1• 4

The ~.i rl in ctr
docs step II alone. Turn i n
own c i. rcle for
cts. 1 · 4. Other
dancers beg in
Step JI in place
on cts 1-4 .
Ctr . dancer in
place, others
turn.
Ctr. dancer

pick up hat w/
both hands by
the hr im

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

be behind the
hat

in place in
own Circle

hands on brim
of h::it

[].

5·8

1 ·4

same

in place in
own circle

turns, others

in place.
5- 8

Ctr, dancer in
place, others

1 ·4

Ctr. Jancer turns,
others in place.
Ctr. dancer in
place, others

turn.

5- 8

tllrn.

l, 4
3, 4
5, 6
1·4

One dancer turns
at a time

(See stage di rcctions)

Dancer DS 1
turns on cts.
1-2. Dancer
U.S. 1 turns
on cts. 3-4.
Dancer cntr.
turns on c ts .
5-6.
Dancer U . S. r
turns on ct. 3.
Dancer DS r
turns on ct. 4.
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MEXICO- -Cont inucd

STEPS

COUNTS

ARM ' AND BOD'i

MOVEMENTS

xx.

Eve ryonc
sk ip s f\~,1

1 -4
'.,- 8

,1

1- 8

repeat fwd, hk.

hnnd s joined
rn isc hands mov ·
i ng fwd. , 1 wr
hk.

4 skips hk.

XX I.
& l

llop on L, as R
pts, to r side
!lop on L, R x
over L to toe
tap .
!lop I., as R pts
to r.
llup I., close
feet together,
turn 1/4 turn

& 4

Both hand on
brim of hat

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

forming straight
1 inc on first
4 skips

in place

,._

Rcpc,1 t above

3 more x 's alt.
complete 1 [ull
turn

XX II.
1- 4

l soutcnu turn
some wiJl x L

forming pairs
of· two.

some R just move
twd, your po rtncr

step R, L, R on
last step L
points to 2nd.
ltcpca t !J more
X's ultcrnating.

XXI I J.
5 & (l
7 fi 8

2

l]l.CaS.

XXIV.
l -4
5- 8

8

2 JHH.ld I c turns
(1 H'

J I.)

same
XIX

R arm around
each others waist.
Other holding
skirt to 2nd

as step

stomp on cts.
4 If R.
XXV .
1
2

ti
4

5

3

Saut.c R, L
arnbcsquc,
Chasse' I..
step I..
Tap R. toe bk
of 1...
!lop I..
lloh.1

Take hat off
hcod

in pairs of two
circle to the
r in place.

spread out
forming
straight
line
moving DS in
pairs. The

pairs form a
triangle w/
pair DS spliting center.
Other 2 pairs
opposite each
other on stage
r. one stage 1.
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MEXICO- -Contj nued
STEPS

COUNTS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

XX:Vl

I

Pique', R bk

passC left .,
step J., plie,
c~upef bk .. R
p1quc R, 1n
place. L ex tends to low
2nd.

s- 8
XXV rI.
I
2

Step R.
Hop R, bringing
J. to low frt.
attitude.
Repeat L,

XXVI Ir.
S, 6
7, 8
l, 2

step R soutenu

Same

in place

2 cha inc' turns

moving straight

DS

turn

5, 6

straight line
moving US

Pli c- R, coupC
L bk.
Repeat L.

3- 4

3, 4

Holding hat in
front of body
w/ both hands.

sit down, knees
bent, feet close
to hotly. Dk. to
bk. w/ partner
put h:it on hcall
:md lower head .

DS

hat rajsed
straight overh e ad

hands on h.at
brim.

end w/ partner
back to back
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Texas
Dances were a form of celebration to the early Texans.
They worked hard and, therefore, eagerly awaited a chance to
dance and listen to music.
this in mind.

The dance was choreographed with

The choreographer wanted the dancers and

audience to have a good time.
Five boy--girl couples were used.

The stronger

girls danced as boys, while the more lyrical dancers danced
the girl's part .

There were a few small lifts in the dance

so the choreographer kept this in mind when matching the
couples.

An explanation of the square dance movements used

in the dance can be found in the book, Dance A While. 1
1Harris, Pittman, and Waller, pp. 49-53.
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TEXAS· -Boy s
COUNTS

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

15 meas of 4

STAGE

DIRECTIONS

Intro

I.

1-2,
3-4, 5-6
7
&

3 steps RLR
heel leads,
Leap onto L
swing R thru

3 meas. 8

passe~
step R heel first
repeat 3 x' s

thumbs in belt
in frt.
Should be in ctr.
by 3rd set. join
hand to form

Texas star,

1 dancer enters
from each crnr
and 1 from
cntr stage r.

continue circling

I I.

I
2
3, 4
5-8

Step R to .r
heel leads,
step 1 bk, of R
pas de chat.
Repeat
(some cpl.cs will
use L, to get to
place)

skaters position

Hop L

same

Move out from
cntr , to form
triangle on
stage w/ one
dancer DS cntr.

I JI.

toe tap R, knee

in place in
triangle with
dancers as
point DS cntr

turned in,
llop L,
heel dig R 2nd

leap to R
toe tap L, knee
turned in,
Hop R

heel dig L, 2nd
Leap L

scuff R
6, 7, 8

3 hops L, R

extended £rt.
foot flexed,
turn 1/4 turn r
while hoppjng

arms go overhel\d
still holding
hands

facing stage
1.

IV,

1 -4
5,
7.

lean over at
waist, as girls
do hitch kick
on hk., standup
join hands &
turn in to face
ptnr.

elbows hooked

in place
arms in 2nd
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Tl!XAS- - Boys- - ~nt i.nued
STEPS

COUNTS

V.
1 f, 2
3, 4

s & (l
7, 8

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

,
pirouette - R
outside.

arms straight
in 2nd holding
hands

chassc' R OS,
piroue tt e - outside

turn arms

CIIASE L US,

Alternating
dancers in line.
Dancer stage 1.
moves DS first.

some will be
opp. (see stage
Jirecti.ons)

VJ.
1I 20
4

step RLH
heel dig I., in
place
l~cpcat a1t. 3
JC'

R arm holding
ptners. over her
head
I, on hip

in place

arms in 2nd

Move DS cntr
then move
to ·stage t

s

VJ 1.
Fnc i.ng: ptnr.
Z mcas o r8

~~c~t~ • c~~!~~s

holding hands

llS then split,
hoys go r.,
chassc~'> to place
2 miJdlc cplcs

Jo 4 c hussCs to
ctr . , 4 skips
turning w/ ptnr
split, boys goes
r.
2 US cples Jo 4
chassc"s out, 4
chassis in to
ctr., 4 skips
turning w/ ptnr ,
split boys goes

cl bows hooked

c lap hands and
stomp feet when
in place.

r,

(sec st.:1gc d:ircc-

t ions)

- -·-- - -·- ·---·-

.. ---·

---·

- - -- -

2 middle cples
move to cntr turn
in place. Move
to stage r
2 US cples move
away from cntr
then back to cntr

Turn in . place
Move to stage r.
Formation r of
cntr w/ 2
dancers DS,
1 cntred between
them and 2
dancers US outside of others.
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ITXMi-•Boys- Continued
S 'ITPS

COUNTS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

\If
L,

STAGE

DIRECTIONS

Ir.
2

l.c;ip onto J.

ex tcnJ R to
2ud , lean torso
OVC'f L in pl.ie.
pirouette w/
H in par,1,Ilel
low passc. Leave
torso leaning

3, 4

R arm straiRht
d own
L arm straight
up
airplane style

in place

as muc h ns poss.

5, h

jump to gethe r
rprcpa re )

7, 8

j ump up

w/

L

bent unJcr body
I{ cxt0nJcd to
,. di ag. frt.
step RL (prepare)

L,
3, 4

'.I, h
7

hands ncnr body

like holding
reigns.

jum p ove r barre ]
turn , body hent
fwd. , turn to r

arms in 2nd

tlouhlc outs idc

turn arms

pirouette, R ,
parallel passc
end on R knPc

in place
R on hip

L ext. twd
g i. r ls
XTX .
w,1t1.:h gi r 1 s

repeat

l-4

llo ubl c p'i rouct tc
rr o m knee .

turn arms

~:

step IU, ,
grand jcte 2nd R

2 mc:1 s . 8

-- -· -X.

L,

3, 4

- -·-·----------------·-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.Jump up legs

together knees
bcn t face J frt .
Ji ag
Jump up extcndi ng
R rwd. , L bent
under body, to r
f rt diag
step r~. t o I
rrt. tli..ig
slhlc L to R
Ii ft R knee paral lel, slapping R
thigh w/ R hand
rw<l

7

& 8

slap thigh bk
frt hk.

arms in 2nd
slap R thigh
R hand

w/

Move to stage r
to form diag
w/ OS dancer
farthest
from cntr

hands near
body like
holding reigns
in diag line

on h ip
hip raised
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COUNTS

XI.
1•8
1-4
5- 8

XII.
1-8
1-8

XIII.
1-8

1-8

STEPS

watch girls,
holding pas .
catch girls as
they fall into
your arms

Run to 1.,
f ollow ing girls
reverse dir.,
run r in circle
Bend over at
waist as girls
do hitch kick
on bk.
paddle turn w/
ptnr.

XIV.
1, 2. 3

behind girl in

4
5-8, 1 • 8

RLR, Heel dig
L. Repeat 3 x' s

xv.

place , step

2
3,

Hop L as R knee
turns in to L
knee
llop L as R ext .
Repeat R.

XVI.
5 & 6
7. 8
1, 2

Chass/ R
hitch kick
saute" arabesque

1

3, 4
5- 8

XVII.
1, 2
3, 4
5. 6
7

~hasse" bk.

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

in pl ,1ce

catch her in the
ar111 pits

join cl hows

follow ptnr.
to stage I.

reverse to go r.
elbows joi.nc<l

in circle ut
cntr stage

wa ist to waist
lean away

promenade p as
switch from side
to si<le

DS

skating pas.

in p I <KC

forming 2 1 i ne s

to 1. ns corner each cplcs

corner.
arms over- head

forming 1 l"inc
to r. US
corner

turn arms

in place

tour j ete'
prepare in 2nd
pirouette turn
pl ie' in 2nd
grab girls a·
round waist as
they jump on
L thigh.
extend R arm up

STAGE
DIRECTTONS
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TEXAS--Girl s

15 meas

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STEPS

COUNTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

Intro

of 4
2 meas. 8

I.
1, 2
3
f, 4

S· 8, 1 · 8

Boys enter
3 running s tcps
kicking feet up
in bk. RLR.
ball change
Repeat 3 x's.

holding skirt
in front

stepRtor
heel leads,
step L bk. of R

skaters position

link elbow

w/

partner in ctr.

r 1.
1

pas <le c hat.

enter from
dir. in order
to meet w/
ptnr.

Move out to form
triangle on
stage w/ one
dancer OS ctr.

Repeat
(some couples
wil 1 use L use

step to get in
place)

Tl!.
&

I-lop L

same

1

toe tap R knee
turned in
!lop L
heel dig R 2nd
leap to R
toe tap L knee
turned in

f,
4

Hop R

&

hop R

s

6, 7, 8

heel dig

l,

2nd

scuff L
3 hops R, L

extended frt.

IV.
I· 4
S, 6
7, 8

in place
in triangle
with dancer
as point DS ctr.

arms go overhead
still holding

toe pointed
turn 1/ 4 turn 1.
while hopping.

hands

hitch kick
boys back
come ba c k
join hands
turn in to
partner.

c I bows hoo kcd

on
down
&
f:1cc

facing stage
r.

in place
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Tl.iXAS- -G.i rl s - -~ntinued

COUNTS

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

V.
l &

chass/ R US
pirouette 1rnssC L, turn
I.

3, 4

5 &
7, 8

arms straight
holding hands

turn arms

Alternating
dancers in line.
Dancer stage 1.
moves DS first.

chassi L DS

(i

~~~~~~CR

~!:;6.

(some will be

opposite , see
St.JJ,:C direct ions).
Vl.
l, 2, 3
4

s t:cp RLR

5'
8

c:ircl.Lng on around hoy to r.
step LIU,
rclcvc' L, R in
bk. attitude,
should he be-

re l eve' R w/
in frt. atti-

tu<l('.

(1'

7

R a rm overhead

holdin g hays'
hand
L arm holding
skirt

in place
circling
ar(?und ptnr.

hind boys L.

1, 2 ,
4

~

shoulder.
Continue on an round r.
step IU,R
rclcvc" R, w/ L
in frt. att:itudc.
x I. over R for
pas de bour6e
turn

7, 8

pi rouctte

Vl I.

Fae ing partner
4 chassCs (see
stage directions)
ns center cplc.
docs 4 chasses
ns then split,
girl goes 1.
2 middle cples.
<lo 4 chassCs
to ctr., 4 sk ips
turning w/ ptnr.
split gi.rl goes

2 meas of R

I.
2 \JS couples do
4 chassCs out,

arms in 2nd
holding hands

elbows hooked

clap hand s &
stamp feet when

4 chass~s in to
in place
ctr. 4 skips
turning w/ ptnr.
sp lit gi.rl goes l.

Move DS cntr
then move to
stage 1.
2 middle cples
move to cntr,
turn in place.
Move to stage 1.
2 US cples move
away from cntr.
Then back to
cntr. Turn in
place. Move to
stage l. Formation l of cntr
w/ 2 dancers DS
l,cente-red• between
them, and 2
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TEXAS- -Girls- -Continued
COUNTS

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

. STAGE
DIRECTIONS
dancers US

outside of
others
VIII.

z

watch boys

Repeat

pas de bourle
R ovor • d8gagl

holding skirt

in place

meas .

XIX.
1 &
3

s

&

rope at L , over
Hop L as R knee
turns in next
to L knee.

6

Hop L as R ex-

tends,
Repeat L working
piqud L. rontl
de jambe R on

7, 8
1
Z,

1 'air

4

step R X L
iunip feet tgthr
op L as R
d1'velopls to 2nd
hoe! dig R,
p!io" L

s,
7

x.

z

XI.
I, Z
3, 4
6

7, 8
I, Z
3, 4

8

7.

both arms overhead
R arm. twd boys

L diagonally out
torso leans twd.
R. leg
in place

as boys danctJ

soutenu turn

normal

=~=~dR~tl
step L • leap
L bring R in as
extend R leg out

arms open over-

Ju11p turning

s,

swing L arm up
R in 2nd

Hold position

■ eas,

s,

in place

L

body over.

fall back into
boy11 arms R leg

extended frt.

head

movina: to stage
r in diag. line
w/ US dancer

closest to cntr.

Switch dla to OS

dancer farthest
frq,n cntr.
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COUNTS

XI I.
1-8

STEPS

run to 1.

1- 8

BODY AND ARM
MOVEMENTS

swishing skirt

join boys elbow
reverse direction to run r.
in circle

XI II.
1 -8

paddle turn w/
partner

waist to waist

XIV.
1, 2, 3
4

in frt of boy
pas de bourec L,
pt. R to 2nd ,
repeat 2 x's

promenade
position
switch from side
to side

l-4

reversing.

xv.

chasse' in frt.
of boy,
step R, grand
bat temen t L,
jumping off R
to meet L
land facing frt.
on boys r.
flop L, as R knee
turns in next to

1

XVI.
S & 6
7, 8
1, 2

arms turn overhead still holding hands

skating position

same

chasse'
hitch kick
saute' arahes<1uc

XVII.

run behind
partner
jump on boys'
L thigh
extend L arm up

6

7, 8

in place

in place

~h.assl

s,

forming 2
lines DS

hop L as R extends
Repeat R

3, 4
S-8

1-4

ptnr.

lean away

L knee
3, 4

w/

form cirlce
cntr stage

hitch kick on
boys' back.

5 & 6

Run w/ ptnr
fol lowing twd.
stage 1.
Reverse run to
r

1- 8

5- R,

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

bk,

arms over-head

to 1. DS corner
each cpl es.
corner
forming 1 line
to r. US corner

tour j ete'
in straight
line
R arm around boys'

neck
in place
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Confederate
During the time of the Civil War, Texas was in a
state of turmoil.

Many Texans answered the call to battle.

The contrasting feelings of the sadness of war and the unfailing pride of the South were conveyed in this dance.
The dance consisted of many breath movements and
also contracted movements.

There were steps and parts of

the music which were very uplifting and proud, while others
were slow and somewhat mournful.

The dancers conveyed these

contrasting feelings to the audience.
Musical phrasing in the dance was easier to follow
than the counts.
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CONFEDERATE
COUNTS
5 meas.

l.
l·4

5-8
l ·8

H

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

2 dancers take
2 steps onto
stage
Hcpcat other
2 dancers.

arms rounded at
side

cers enter

sautc' arahcsquc
R. to c tr.
step I.Ill, /
grand jctc R
run in own circle

1st arabesque
arms

girl DS r ends
up xing DS

3rd arabesque
arms

cntr . Others
alternate
run away from
cntr. Then turn

Intro

First 2 danfrom 1. stage

corners
Second 2 enter
from stage r.
corners.

IT.

&' J' I
3 Ii '1

5, 6
7, 8 1 · 8

in own circle
twd cntr
l IT.
1, 2, :i

~ s tcp turn
away from ctr.

4· B

ns 1 cg pointed

1-8

on to~ ,sink into pll.c.
Rcpccit turning
to ctr.

w.----- -- - - 1- 8
l·8

raise US leg
i 1_1 a r•~h cs quc . 1
s1.nk 1.nto pl tc
bending both
knees . Leg in
arabesque be-

arms rounded at
side
opposite arm of
fwd leg rounded
in frt. of body
fingers twd.
ce i.1 ing.
1st arabesque
arms
bring OS arm overhead & down to
match other arm

tween parallel
1-8

~ci~v& on supporting leg,
straightening
extended leg.
Take n breath
step out of
arabesque

reach both arms up
palms twd. body

turn away from
center
facing out
facing in
2 DS dancers
split cntr .
US dancers
dia away from
cntr
facing center
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CONFEDF.RATE- -Cont .i nued
COUNTS

ST l:PS

V.

Step R to 1.

1-4
5- 7

;i~~c'L~urn L

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

frt attitude.
Place toe on
floor & plie'

R raised curved
palm to body
J. rounded at
side lower
slowly

misc R leg in
frt. Pulling bk.

arms curve bk.
then wrists lead

w/ R in low

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

moving to
stage 1
maintaining
formation

VI.
1-4

twd.

r.

US

corner ·

from m.i.<ldle of bk. through to extend
step hk. R, L
w/ leg
ltcpca t
Repeat

V 11.

5- 8
1-8

spiral turns

VJ 11.

The 2 frt.
dancers do the
following:
step together
()th pas. paralle1 to r. frt <l.
Knee] lay out.
sit in swasticka
R bk.
rotate arms &
torso to 1.

f, l,

,-8
I -4

(waltz turn)

2

1-8

then r.

1-8

sweep down to
the floor & around
to the 1 & back.
R arm opens overhead.
nfivcloppe' R frt
hold
swing I cg down
slow! y as body
turn to nrahcsquc
pos.
Raise IL Jcg.
swing R bk to
swastika pos.
seat spin to r
stand up

1-8
J. 8
1- 4
5-8
1-!

5-8
1-8

R curved in frt
L curved in bk.

11 extended up
palm in. L at
side

arms extend frt.
w/ .leg
both hands on
rJoor to 1. at
chest
.in 2nd

push off

circle in ctr.

stage
DS dancer on 1
splits cntr
US dancer
on r.
Other
DS dancer out·
side of US dancer
on stage r. US
dancer stage 1
outside DS
dancer.

w/
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CONFEDERATE- -Continue<!_
COUNTS

(VIII.)

1-8
1-8
1-4
5-8
1- 8

1-8
1- 8
1-8
1- 8

1-4

5-8

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

The 2 bk. dancers do the
following at
the same time.
2 more spiral

ii6!:~oppC
R frt
sway arms &
torso L & R
Grand rend de
jambe en l'air

!1o!I~b;;~~~tf
step to 6th
~~1l ~~~!i~el

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

in place

arms curved in
frt
open to 2nd &
arabesque w/
leg
R up L at side

step to 1 frt.
in place

jt!!io~Jsfet~
2nd
grand rend de
jambe en 1 1 air
pivoting to
r diag. frt .

pas de bour~e

under turning
IX.

&, 1, 2,
4, 5, 6 ,

~l
lunge R to 2nd

usual arms
turn arms

in place twd.

r

DS

corner

forming circle
center stage

extend L to 2nd
x L over R &
pique' turn L

w/ R extended
8, 1, 2, 3,
4, S, 6

X.
1-4
5, 6
7, 8
1- 4
5-8
1-4

5-8

£rt.
Repeat 2 x 1 s
raising R higher
each time
1 soutcnu turn

"

arms overhead
palms turn out

Run to corners

~~:~es!~!~e:!~~

1st arabesque

~hasse' twd ctr
tour j cte~
step, step grand
jete" R frt
plie" R as L is
brought in to R
turn to face out
and de'velop6 L
frt. Releve" R.
slide into splits
L frt.

overhead
L frt. R 2nd
arms overhead
palms out

overhead

each dancer runs
straight on dia
to corner
Moving on dia to
cntr stage
turn to face
corners away
from ctr.
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CONFEDERATE- -Contir11!._C_'!
COUNTS

STEPS

HM AND BODY

MOVEMENTS

XI.
1-4

5-8

XII.
1-8

XIII.
1, 2
3,

5-8
XIV.
1-4

5-8

throw R to
scissor w/ L
circle both legs
to 2nd . Swing R
under L. Spin on
lower bk. as doing
this.
stand up by doing
frt hip thrust,
pull.

Pique turn R w/
L in low £ rt.
attitude
Plie"' s lowly w/
I. toe pointed on

floor knee bent.

xv.
& 1
2
3, 4
5-8

XVI.
1-8

on floor
helping

in place

R straight up
L to f l oor

fa ce c:tch othc r
in cn tr s tage.
Slightly crossed .

Dancers improvise doing different turn combinations
Step L x R,
hop w/ R extended to 2nd
Bring R x L ta
prepare for
renverse.
Renverse".

Step R to r,
drag L to R
head impulse turn
R. L on floor in
2nd
Stand w/ L
pointed to 2nd as
R arm sweeps
across brow &
extends to 2nd
Repeat step
XV to L.

STAGE
U [ RECT IONS

mov.ing to stage

r.

R up, I. 2nd

forming dio
1inew/US

dancer closest
R comes dwn.
L to 2nd
R swings over head

both arms up
rounded in frt
of body, fingers to ceiling. slowly
lower arms
arms rounded at
side

I, rounded at

s.itle

to cntr.

facing r
corner

.in place

facing

ns

OS
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CONPEDERATE- -Continued
COUNTS

XVI I.
1
2
3, 4

STEPS

XVII I.
1-6
1-4
5-8

XIX.

1, 2

3, 4

5-8

xx.

1-4

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

Pique' R to 2nd

R overhead

in diag facing

Ii.ft L to 2nd
xL over R and

L in 2nd
both arms dwn.

DS

turn abd. con-

bring arms up
close to body.
arms rea:ch to
ceiling, palms
to body.
focus up.

tracteO.
5-8

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

sink into sitting pos. legs
still crossed.
slowly lower

arms.
Swing R leg
around to bk.
step R, L, pose
at levels
OS in low lunge
2nd n little
higher
/
3rd in pl ic
arabesque
,
US in penchc
Swing R leg
through to r
frt. diag.
Swing R leg
through to l
bk. diag.
lower leg &
stand
~

,

chaine turns

arms open out
to 2nd
swing L arm up
to help raise
body

in place

1st arabesque

both arms swing
overhead

in diag.

dwn, and over~

in diag. facing

head

US 1. corner

open arms slowly
from overhead
focus up
arms at side

move to center

XXI.

5-8
1-8

Dancers improvise

to center

Sink into final
pose
Maybe a little

center stage

XXII.

1-8
1-4

movements like
5-8

hands but very
slight
be totally set
Hold pose .
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United States
The salute to the United States of America was a
patriotic, happy, and colorful tap dance.

The theme song

of each branch of the military service was used as
accompaniment.
The dance began with everyone dancing and later
divided into groups.

The first group was made up of five

intermediate skilled dancers.

The second, was two advanced

skilled dancers and the third was three dancers with beginner skills.

Everyone danced in the last dance to

"Stars

and Stripes Forever . "
The dance was a salute to their country.

Also, this

dance was the finale to the entire work so the dance should
have left the audience feeling happy and proud.
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UNITED STA TES
COU NTS
2 meas. 8

STEP S

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

Tntro

I.
I
3, & 4

flap R
heel drop L ,
heel drop R.
Repeat L.
brsh . R. frt.
hop L.
hrsh. R. hk. x

arms swing in
natural opposition.

straight line
moving DS

L.
Hop L.

brsh. R. f rt.
!lop I..
brsh. R. bk .
tapR.atL
I I.
1- 8

Rcpoa t step I R.

I l I.
1,
3.

7.

4 flaps RLRL
( sec stage directions)
flap R to side
drag L to meet
R. (reversed for
some) . Repeat

IV.

1-8

Repeat step TII .

V.

(Soft Shoe)
b~.

&
1

f,,
2

3-4

ah

step R.
flap L x R
step bk. R.
Rcpca t L
hrsh . bk. R.
step R.
hrsh. frt. L. x
R.
hop R

brsh . bk . L
hop R.
hrsh . frt. L.
hop R.

same

elbows out

hands holding
i nside lapel,

Dancer 1 stage
1 moves OS
fil'st . Alter·
na tc other
dancers .

same

reverse

in straight
line, arms on
each others'
shoulders
head turns
sharply twd.
ft direction

in straight
line facing
DS
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UNITED STATES- -Continued
COUNTS

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

VI.
1-7

Repeat step V,
L. except
toe tap R be-

same

straight line

hind L
hop L
VI I.
& I
&

2

salute w/ ·R.
extend out

flap R fw<l
heel drop L
heel drop R
turning 1/ 4

in place

turn

3-8

repeat 3 x 's

salute each
time

making full
turn

VI
1,
5,
7,

I.
2, 3, 4
6

8

I.
& I
&
2
&
&

march in place
tap R toe at I,
swing R to 2nd
put wt. on R.

arms swing in
natural
opposition
swing R w/ leg
both hands behind bk. elbows out.

flap R

arms swing

RLRL

5 dancers move

6

heel drop
heel drop
flap L
heel drop
heel drop
brsh. bk.
heel drop
toe tap R
hind L
heel drop

& 7

flap R

&
8

heel drop L
heel drop R

II.
1-8

Repeat step I.

same

shuffle R
ball change
shuffle R
hop L
step R frt.
Repeat L
shuffle R
hop L

R at salute

4

&
5

III.
& I
& 2

& 3
&
4
5-8

& t
&

straight line
facing DS

L
R

naturally

to form straight
line on first
steps

R
L
R
L
be-

L

L on hip
X

L

in straight
line
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COUNTS

STEPS

2
& 3

step R x L bk.
shuffle I.

f,

hop R
step L x R bk.

4

&
&

s

hop L

step R x L £rt

& 7

flap L
pul 1 bnck R

8

IV.
1, 2
3, 4
5 6.
8
1-4

7:

single pirouette
in groups (sec
stage directions)
Hold in 4th
double pirouette
everyone

kick R leg fwd

7, 8

close bk to 4th

2

& 3
&
4

VI.
& 1
& 2
& 3

R extends frt.

heel drop L
toe tap R behind L

S, 6

V.
& 1
&

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

shuffle R

6

&
uh

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

pirouette arms

Dancers 1 & 2
on stage 1.

R arm up
L to 2n<l

Dancer ctr stage

turn on cts 1-2.
turns on ct .
3-4.
Dancers 4 & S r
of ctr. turn on
cts5&6 .

to r corner

flap R
heel drop L
heel drop R
flap L
heel drop R
heel drop L
flap R
ball change
shuffle L. turning le ap L
toe tap R behind L

swing naturally

flap R

swing naturally

line r of ctr.

turn position

ball change
shuffle
turning
leap L
toe tap R behind L
jump together
jump extending
L to 2nd
step J., frt. x R
toe tap R be·
hind L

Moving to stage
r forming diag

turn position

R nrm up
L 2nd

moving to stage
r. diag

forming di ag on
stage r w/ US
closest to cntr
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STEPS

COUNTS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

~
I.
1, 2
3, 4
5- B

II.
& 1

&
2

trenches
frt. RL
bk. RL
Repeat

flap R fwd
heel drop R
heel drop L
turning 1/4

arms stiff in
opposition of
legs. lean torso fwd slightly

move naturally

Move from stage l '
Moving t o split
·
center stage

center stage
face DS

turn

5-8
III.
1

2
3

4

shuffle R
facing bk.
leap R, turning
toe tap L frt.
x R, facing
frt.
Repeat reverse
scuff R heel
brsh. bk. R
tap R at L
hold

move natural Jy

IV.

5-8

3 wings, turning

1-8

Repeat 2 x's

V.
&
1
&

R. heel dig
L. heel dig
R. step ball

at side

in own cir c le

swing naturally

Dancer on s tage
r moves fwd
Ci rel ing to 1
of ctr. [lancer
on stage l
moves bkwd to
r of center

2 hops, both ft

of foot
L. step ball

of foot
& 3, & 4
& 5
&
6
7

& 8
VI.
1-8

Repeat
shuffle R
hop L
step R X L.
hold
ball change
repeat step V.
beginning L

w/ step

in new po~ition
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UNITED STATES--Continued
STI~PS

COUNTS

5-8, 1-8

Triplet bcgining R
jump onto bot.h
toes then down
rcpea t 3 x' s

Vlll.
1, 2

trenches
RL bk.

ah 1
ah 2,
4

3

o

ah 3

ARM A.ND BODY
MOVEMENTS

in place

lean torso fwd

arm natural
4

3 step turn

hands behind bk.
el bows out

I.
1

pique arabesque
R x I.,

2, 3, 4

3 heel drops R
turning to R
frt. corner

5-8

Repeat L

I I.
1, 2, 3

& 4
5-8

pique arabesque
turn R.
ball change
repeat L

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

R saluting
L hand behind bk

Moving to stage
1, forming
small diag.

moving DS

reverse arms

in place

same

Ill.

& I

&
2
& 3, fa 4
G 5, 6
& 7, 8

shuffle R
hop L
step R X L
Rcpca t L
flap R, step L
flap R step L

Hands on hips

straight line
facing DS

IV.

rcpca t step J II

1-8

V.
1, 2

3, 4
5-8

VI.
1,
3,
5,
7,

2
4
6
8

step L, Kick R
to 2nd, rubber
legs
repeat L
grapevine
R bk. , L side
R frt. , l. hk, r
R sjde, L bk.
R side, I. frt.

fingers interlaced arms
straight in frt.
of body, palms
to floor

same as above

straight 1 ine
DS

vrr.
1
f1 ah

2
f,
3-8

heel dig R
brsh. bk. step R
toe pt. L bk.
step L in place
repeat 3 x's

same as above

------------------------

- ---

- ---
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UNITED STATES - - Cont inucd

COUNTS

VIII.
1-2
3-8

STEPS

ARM .•1 AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

4 bells RLRL

everyone
I.
1 & 2
3-8
1 & 2
3-8

5 chassis into
circle

natural

soutenu turn

arms straight
overhead palms
in

flap ball change
R
flap ball change
L
leap in 2nd

natural

forming circle
over entire
s tagc.

II.

& 1,
3' & 4

5
6
7'

continue i,n
circle to r .

open to 2nd

turn

leap. turn

III.

& 1,
2

3,

s'

IV.
1-8
1-8

flap R, heel
drop L, heel
drop R.
flap L, heel
drop R, heel
drop L
flap ball change
R.
shuffle L' turning leap to L
toe pt. R bk.

natural

Repeat steps II

rep cat

and III.

V.

& 1, & 2

flap ball change

& 3, & 4

flap ball change

s,

L.
4 trenches bk
RLRL.

VI.
1-8

continue in
circle

6, 7,

natural

R

Repea t step V.

formi ng 2 1 ines
DS

same as other
trenches
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UNITED STATES- -f'El tinued
COUNTS

STEPS

ARM AND BODY
MOVEMENTS

STAGE
DIRECTIONS

VI I.

& 1,
& 3,

4 flaps RLRL

&

Leap R to r
step L frt. X R
Leap R to r
heel dig L in
2nd to 1.
repeat L

s

7. &

VIJI.
1-2
3-4
5-6
7

same as nhovc

single pirouette
single p i rouette
double pirouette
alt. some end on
R knee, others
stand in 2nd
throw both hands
in air, palms in

arms tlO\~ll

R salutes
L behind bk, nt
waist
Reverse

pirouette
arms

in two 1 incs
1)5

CHAPTER V
EVALUATION AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS
The public presentation of the choreographic work
on May 3, 1976, at Texas Woman's University's Main Auditorium was evaluated by ten persons.

In addition to the

three members of the thesis committee, seven persons consisting of students; dancers and non-dancers; professors
and the general public were asked to evaluate the work.

Of

these ten, however, only eight evaluation sheets were returned to the investigator.

(See Appendix A, Evaluation

Forms).
The criteria used as the basis for judgment were
compiled from James Penrod and Janice Plastino's book,
The Dancer Prepares, Lois Ellfeldt's book, The Primer for
Choreographers and Elizabeth Hayes',
Production.
1.

Dance Composition and

The following is a list of the criteria:

Did the music and the dance complement one another in
an effective way? 1

1James Penrod and Janice Plastino, The Dancer Prepares (California: National Press Books, 1970), p. 57.
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2.

Were the individual movements and movement patterns
original, visually interesting, right for the idea
being expressed, as well as being logically related to
the whole work? 1

3.

Were the costumes, props, and scenery related to the
theme, and were they effectively utilized? 2

4.

Did the title or program notes add or distract? 3

5.

Was the material worth developing in dance? 4

6.

Was the dance organization unified and expressive? 5

7.

Was the necessary technique within the performer's
ability? 6

8.

Did the dancers communicate the significance of the
dance? 7

9.

Was the idea clearly, adequately, yet economically,
delineated by means of dance movement? 8

10. Did the dance have a good beginning, climax, and

ending? 9
11. Were the lighting and staging adequate and suitable to
the dance form? 10
1 Ibid., p. 57.
3 1ois Ellfeldt, A Primer for Choreographers
(California: National Press Books, 1967), p. 87.

7 Ibid.
8 Elizabeth Hayes, Dance Composition and Production
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1955), p. 131.
9 Ibid.

lOibid.
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The selected evaluators were asked to rate each
criteria on a scale of one to five with five being the
highest rating.

They were also asked to give any comments

they might have and to list their dance experience either as
a spectator or participant.
The results of the evaluations had no bearing on the
approval of the production by the thesis committee.

They

were, however, valuable to the choreographer in critically
analyzing the work.
The investigator felt that the choice of using evaluators from different fields was helpful.

It gave a wide

range of opinions from people who knew dance and people who
did not.

The majority of evaluators, however, did have some

knowledge of dance or a related field.

The investigator

found the comments of the evaluators to be very thorough
and helpful.

Many of the evaluators listed the dances they

enjoyed most which helped the investigator establish choreographic strengths and weaknesses.
The choreographer evaluated and analyzed the
choreographic work.

The dance was viewed on video tape by

the investigator in order to aid in the critical analysis
of the work.

The work was analyzed in terms of (1) per-

formance and technical proficiency of the dancers, (2) costuming and lighting, (3) choreography, including movement
and staging, (4) music selection and continuity,
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(5) communication of the choreographic idea, and (6) solving
the thesis problem.

The investigator has presented below a

critical analysis of the entire work and an anlysis of each
dance.
In general, the investigator felt the presentation of
the work went well.

There were several technical problems

faced by the choreographer, however.

The flags that were

used as scenery did not look as good as the choreographer
had hoped.

The problem could have probably been solved by

mounting each flag on a frame.

But since the flags were

borrowed and they had to be transported from Odessa to
Denton, this did not seem like a practical solution.

Also,

one evaluator pointed out the fact that the United States
flag is never placed under any other flag.

Therefore, the

Texas flag should have been hung below the United States
flag instead of above it.
The spotlight on the flags during the commentary
could have been more exact.

It was moved around too much

and often appeared shaky.
The introductory commentary was too long.

The

choreographer should have summarized this information more.
Also, the commentary between the dances of Spain and France
did not need to be as long as it was because there were no
costume changes.
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During this performance the dancers had difficulty in
changing costumes in the time allowed by the commentary.
Therefore, the tape recorder had to be turned off and on
which was noticeable to the audience and made the time between dances too long.

In another performance of this work

in Odessa on June 5, 1976, the dancers were able to change
costumes in the allowed time.

The tape ran continuously so

the entire work moved more smoothly and there was not as
much waiting between dances.
For the most part, the choreographer was pleased with
the darrc,e r':s

performance of the work.

She felt the steps

were within the range of the dancer's abilities, but the
dancers could have shown more innerfeelings and projection.
All of the dances could have been more polished.
The choreographer was pleased with all of the costumes.

She felt they were in keeping with the general theme

of each dance and complemented the movement.
General weaknesses noticed by the choreographer were
the lack of spatial design, similarity in dynamics, and
stiffness in the upper torso.

There were several dances

throughout the work which would have been more interesting
had there been more

contrastin g movement.

dance the dancers danced as a group.

In a lmo.s.t every ,

The choreographer

should have used smaller groups moving against each other
making the piece more interesting.
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The dances for France, Mexico, Texas, and the United
States were all danced with about the same intensity .

They

were dances which were to be fun to watch and perform even
though they represented different ideas and themes.

The

only two dances that offered any variety in dynamics were
Spain and the Confederacy.

The entire work could have

been more interesting if a wider variety of dynamics had
been used.
More arm and torso movements added to the choreography could have made the dancers appear more flexible.
Throughout most of the dances they appeared to be stiff
from the waist up.

This is partly due to the ballet train-

ing all the dancers had received.

They moved their feet

and their arms well but not their upper torso.
The choreographer felt the dances were very repre sentive of the cultures under the rule of the six flags
that have flown over Texas.

The commentary and dances

worked well together as a whole to present an educational
perspective on Texas' history as a contribution to the
celebration of the bicentennial year of the United States.
Each dance is analyzed by the choreographer-investigator below:
1.

Spain:

The dancer chosen for this dance executed the

steps well and offered the long line the choreographer
was seeking.

However, she could have shown more fire
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and pride through her projection and movements.

Some

of the movements were not as strong and exact as the
choreographer had wished.
The costume was simple but effective.

It repre-

sented the theme yet did not hide any of the dancer's
lines or movements.

The reddish cast of the stage

also offered a fiery feeling.
The choreography was interesting, within the dancer's
abilities, moved well and complemented the music.

There

were several bullfighting cape movements incorporated
into the dance which conveyed the theme of the dance.
The dance covered the stage well, as is necessary with
a solo.

And the music helped set the mood and was

rhythmically interesting.
2.

France:

The dancers could have put more feeling into

this dance.

Some seemed to be concentrating on the

steps instead of performing and having fun.
hearsal might have helped this problem.

More re-

The steps were

executed well by the dancers and the costumes were
quite effective and colorful.

The dance could have

used more spatial design instead of too many straight
lines moving upstage and downstage.

A dance of this

type could be interesting with more counter movements
instead of all seven dancers doing the same thing
together all the time.
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3.

Mexico:

The music chosen for Mexico could have been

more interesting.

The dance needed more rhythmic

changes and more rhythmic footwork.

The dance be-

came too stagnant with little rhythm change.
The dancers could have projected more feeling as
it was to be a fun dance.

The costumes were colorful

and went well with the theme of the dance.
The middle section where the sombreros were thrown
in from off stage offered a few problems.

It was

difficult to know where the hat was going to end up
and if it would land right side up or not.

The choreog-

rapher felt this would be an interesting way to get
the sombreros on stage.

If the dance was done again,

the investigator might attempt to change this section.
4.

Texas:

The choreographer felt both the audience and

dancers enjoyed this dance.

It was a fun dance to do.

The music really set the atmosphere and was good for
dancing.

The costumes went nicely with the dance and

the period of the dance.

The dancers both as boys and

girls performed the steps well.
5.

Confederacy:
ence.

This dance was also enjoyed by the audi-

There could have been more "breath" and contrac-

tion in some of the movements.
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One dancer was not quite as advanced as the others
but she performed well.

Everyone could have projected

a little more feeling of sadness and joy into the dance.
The choreographer felt the music was an asset to the
dance, in that, it offered both the uplifting and sad
feelings.
The costumes for this dance were very plain but they
moved well with the steps and helped show the lack of
riches and wealth in the South at that time.
6.

United States:

The choreographer could have found

more rhythmically interesting music for this dance.
It was all in 4/4 time which became a little monotonous after a while.

The dance could have used more

spatial design to make the dance more visually interesting.
nice.

The investigator felt the costumes were very
The end of the dance could have been stronger

and more exciting offering a more dynamic ending.

In

another performance of this dance the choreographer
dropped balloons and confetti onto the stage at the
end of the dance.

This aided in making the end of the

dance much more exciting.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
The purpose of this work was to represent through a
variety of dance idioms the movement characteristics prominent throughout Texas' history while under the rule of each
of the six flags of Spain, France, Mexico, Texas, the
Confederacy, and the United States.
The choreographer and thesis committee approved the
purpose which the investigator felt was achieved through
the production of the work.
The thesis problem was to choreograph a suite of
dances to best represent the movement characteristics of
the nations under whose flags Texas has been ruled.

The

thesis committee agreed that the problem was solved.
The thesis was presented in a public performance
given on May 3, 1976.
went smoothly.

All production aspects of the concert

The choreographer concluded that this was due

to her own efficiency, the efficiency of the production manager, stage manager, lighting crew, and dancers.

General

knowledge gained from years of involvement with the Permian
Civic Ballet, the Globe Theatre, the Permian Playhouse, and
the Texas Woman's University Dance Repertory Theatre proved
most valuable in the production of the thesis concert.
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Judging from the audience reaction and the evalua tion results, the choreographer felt the thesis was well
received.

The choreographer gained invaluable experience

in preparing this thesis.

The investigator's choreographic

strengths and weaknesses were readily available to be
assessed by her.

First, the weaknesses found by the

choreographer were (1) the lack of movement dynamics, (2)
no variety in spatial designs, (3) too much unison of movement, (4) lack of variety in rhythmic patterns, and (5) not
enough floorwork.

These are weaknesses the choreographer

will consider in further choreographic works.

The strengths

noticed by the choreographer were (1) the ability to
choreograph dances in different dance idioms, (2) to represent different styles and moods in dance, and (3) the
ability to achieve expressive movement unity among dancers.
The choreographer faced some obvious problems in
choreographing her work in Odessa instead of Denton.

The

communication between the choreographer and thesis committee
was sometimes difficult.
telephone or mail.

All correspondence was done by

Often times the mail was slow which de-

layed some of the work.

The choreographer had to video tape

the work in progress which of course required finding the
equipment and a place to tape. The tape then had to be
mailed to the committee and the choreographer had to wait
for suggestions to be returned.
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The transportation and lodging of the dancers,
costumes, and scenery to Denton on May 2, 1976, to perform
the work was a major concern.

Also, the dancers who made

the trip had to be excused from one day's attendance of
school.
As for writing the paper, the dance resources were
somewhat limited.

Also, the thesis forms to use as a pos-

sible guide were not readily available to the investigator.
This thesis experience has been the most valuable
learning experience in the investigator-choreographer's
dancing career.

It taught her to accept and incorporate

suggestions and criticisms.

It also taught her how to re-

search and write a professional paper.

The choreographer

learned of her choreographic strengths and weaknesses which
will prove invaluable in future choreographic endeavors.
The choreographer learned to select dancers, costumes, and music; to choreograph dances; and to conduct
rehearsals.

Probably the most valuable experience was the

actual performance of the work which incorporated all of the
above aspects plus lighting, scenery, and all of the organizational aspects of a dance production.
This entire work was performed again on June S, 1976,
for the Maurine Parker Dance Recital in Odessa, Texas. Irtthis
performance the entire work appeared to move more smoothly,
confetti and balloons were dropped at the end of the dance
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representing the United States, and the audience seemed
very receptive.

This audience reception might have been

partially due to the smaller size of the auditorium it
was performed in,which allowed for a closer audience/performer relationship.

Another noteworthy factor was that the

audience was somewhat limited in its participation as a
dance audience.

The production presented by the investiga-

tor-choreographer was within the audience's range of dance
appreciation.

After this performance the investigator-

choreographer felt more assured of the success of her
choreographic endeavor.
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EVALUATION FORMS
Six Flags Over Texas
After seeing this suite, please rate the questions between
1 and 5 with 5 being the highest rating. Also, please state
your experience either as a spectator or participant.
1.

Did the music and the dance complement one another in
an effective way?

2.

Were the individual movements and movement patterns
original, visually interesting, right for the idea
being expressed, as well as being logically related
to the whole work?

3.

Were the costumes, props, and scenery related to the
theme, and were they effectively utilized? _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

Did the title or program notes add or detract?

5.

Was the material worth developing in dance?

6.

Was the dance organization unified and expressive?

7.

Was the necessary techniques within the performer's
ability?

8.

Did the dancers communicate the significance of the
dance?

9.

Was the i dea clearly, adequately, yet economically,
delineated by means of dance movement?

10.

Did the dance have a good beginning, climax, and
ending?

11.

Were the lighting and staging adequate and suitable
to the dance form?

Additional comments:

APPENDIX B
Commentary
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COMMENTARY
Introduction:
Texas:

The Lone Star State.

This great southwestern

state received its name from the Spanish pronunciation
of a Caddo Indian word, Tejas, meaning friends or allies.
This vast Texas region was little explored until about 450
years ago.

Since then, many colorful men have helped

develop it into a rich manufacturing, mining, and agri,
cultural area.

These figures included Comanche Indians,

Spanish adventurers, Franciscan missionaries, cowboys, cattle kings, homesteaders, cotton planters, miners, lumberjacks, and oil drillers.

The flags of six nations--Spain,

France, Mexico, the Republic of Texas, the Confederate
States, and the United States--have flown over this land.
Tonight please join us as we trace the history of this great
state, Texas.
Spain was the first nation to set foot in Texas.
This event took place in 1519 when Alonza Alvarez de
Pineda made his way along the gulf coast.

This southwest

area, of which Texas is a part, was then known as Amichel.
The Spainards' quest for the seven cities of gold led them
into the western sections of Texas from which they then
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spread eastward and established even more missions, ruling
over Texas periodically for three centuries.
The frontier of Texas was vast and treacherous, and
the Spainards who came to Texas were energetic and courageous.

Living as they did in missions and small settle-

ments surrounded by Indian tribes, they were forced to make
many changes in their way of life, but they made no conscious
attempt to develop a new civilization.

Instead, they hoped

to make New Spain as nearly like old Spain as possible in
matters of politics, religion, and culture.

Therefore, the

sounds of music and laughter and dancing feet were not unknown in these frontier outposts.
The Spanish heritage has left more than a trace,
enduring to this day, not only on the laws of Texas, but on
its governmental policies, its social customs, its farming
and ranching practices, its language, its place-names, its
architecture, its religion, and on the character of every
Tex~n from whatever nation descended.
One of the more popular aspects of the Spanish heritage is the bullfight.

The corrida (bullfight) itself is

the most tragic and beautiful ballet that was ever staged.
There is one man, the matador, armed only with the cape and
his skill and knowledge of bullfighting, meeting the bull
alone, playing it, keeping it charging the cape and not
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himself, controlling the bull, steadying its rush, keeping
it close to him, dominating it, holding it with the cloth as
if it were a magnet, weaving the earth-shaking mass of
savage flesh around his body and doing all this, if he is
doing it well, as smoothly and gracefully, and gently as a
dancer, sculpturing the poised and airy attitudes of his
slender body against the dark, destroying mass of the bull,
seemingly without effort, seemingly without risk.
France:

In the year 1684, Robert Cavelier, Sieur

de la Salle landed on the coast of Texas at Matagorda Bay
and established the first French colony, Fort St . Louis,
on the Gracitas Creek.
and disease.

The French people met much hardship

Their fort was surrounded by hostile Indians

and was soon destroyed.

There were very few survivors but

they were able to raise the second flag to fly over Texas
soil.

They returned to Texas some years later very ambitious

and ready to conquer this vast area.

They stayed until :

1789, the time of the French Revolution, and they were not
able to return for many years .

They did however, leave many

of their cultural aspects with us.
The cancan is one of these.
that in its day the cancan

There is no question

was the naughtiest of dances,

but its popularity nonetheless lasted for well over fifty
years.

As nearly as can be determined, it sprang up some-

time during the middle of the nineteenth century.

It is
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directly adapted from the quadrille, the European version
of the American square dance developed during the 1840's
in Paris night clubs.

It may look like a wild and sinful

terpsichorean tantrum, but it is a dance as formal as the
minuet.
Mexico:
populated

Texas, though far removed from the thickly

areas, was a part of Mexico in 1821.

Thus it

was that the third flag, that of Mexico, came to fly over
Texas.

For the most part Texas and Mexico lived at peace

with one another.

After awhile, however, American colony

founders, called empresarios by the Mexicans, received land
grants from Mexico, and established colonies in Texas during
the 1820's.

Between 1821 and 1836, Texas• white popula-

tion, almost all settlers from the United States, grew to
between 30,000 and 35,000 people.

Mexican officials be-

came alarmed by the increasing number of American settlers
and in 1830, they halted Anglo-American immigration to
Texas.

From then until the Texas revolution in 1835, rela-

tions between the American settlers and Mexican officials
grew steadily worse.

This, plus their growing differences

in personalities and beliefs, began to pull the two nations
apart.

The people of Mexico are a very religious, subtle

but colorful group of people, best re~resented by their folk
dances; while the Texans were blunt, self-assertive and had
little respect for tradition.

All of these differences led
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to the Texas Revolution which gave us such famous battle
cries as , "Remember the Alamo", and "Remember Goliad."
In the final battle on April 21, the Texans took the overconfident Mexicans by surprise.

They crushed Santa Anna's

army and captured the Mexican leader in the Battle of San
Jacinto.

The war was over and the Texas Declaration of

Independence was signed on March 2, 1936, making Texas an
independent state.
Texas:

Texas maintained their independence until

December 29, 1845.

During this period, Texas was busy

sending and receiving diplomatic agents, maintaining an
army and navy, making treaties, coining money, levying and
collecting tariffs, and engaging in the numerous activities of an independent state.

During all of this time, the

state worked in the shadow of bankruptcy and face to face
with the possibility of yet another war with Mexico.

Year

by year, however, she became more secure as her population
and weal th increased.
Texas' wide open space brought many people to settle
here.

The families that came to make their homes in Texas,

that settled in the midst of the vast solitudes, were
obliged to keep constantly on the job, and use all their
perseverance and courage to survive.

These families of

hardy pioneers have necessarily fused into a moral, energetic,
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laborious and sturdy nation of people.

Thus, despite the

faults brought about by the secluded and often savage life
that most of these families lead, one finds that generally
they were honest, temperate, upright and generously hospitable.

Despite unpleasant conditions, the white population

increased from about 100,000 in 1845 to 420,000 in 1860,
and the slave population increased from 35,000 to 180,500.
In the end, the people of Texas saw fit to give up their
independence in order to become a part of a larger state.
After ten years on its own the Lone Star of the Texas flag
became the twenty-eighth star in the flag of the United States.
Confederate:

The slavery issue had been a major

concern for many years.

Sam Houston, the governor of Texas,

tried to prevent Texas from seceding from the Union at the
time of the Civil War.

The choice of secession was put to

the vote of the people of Texas, and they voted to secede.
Thus it was that on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Texas Declaration of Independence, Texas again was proclaimed a free and independent state.
No sooner had Texas seceded than they had a delegate at the Convention of Confederate States.

At this

meeting a constitution was drawn up, and Jefferson Davis
was elected President of the Confederacy,

Ori Marhh 15,

1861, the Southern states took an oath of allegiance to
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the Confederacy.

Therefore, the fifth flag to fly over

Texas was raised.
Due to the location of Texas, not many battles
were fought within her boundaries.
answered the call for troops.

However, many Texans

The State of Texas was in

great despair during the Civil War.

The western part of

Texas was a land of border renegades, devil-may-care
frontiersmen, and hostile Indians and even in the older
settlements the inhabitants had yet to cultivate the degree of sophistication that other cities of the South had
attained.

Compared with the elegant mansions and the

thriving urban centers of the other states which seceded
from the Union, Texas certainly appeared to be a "dark
corner."
United States:
willing to admit defeat.

By 1865 the Southern states were
Texas was then faced with re-

organizing the government and restoring industry and agriculture.

The period of reconstruction was a very troubled

time for the Southern states.

They were under military rule

until they ratified the Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments
to the Constitution, which made Negroes free men, and allowed them to vote and hold office.

Many Texans could not

vote in elections because they had fought for or aided the
Confederacy.

This fact left Negroes and very few Southern

whites to make up the electorate.

Texas finally met all the
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requirements for the reconstruction plan and regained its
place in the Senate and Congress.

Therefore, on March 30,

1870, Texas again was under the flag of the stars and
stripes where it still remains.
A part of our American heritage is the development
of the tap dance.

Its development has been traced to the

Negro who with their African heritage, had of course danced,
but with the magical voice

and soul of the drum taken

away from them, they combined within their bodies both movement and sound.

In time, those with performing talents

picked up the white man's clog dancing, and from this logical

but unanticipated dance union the tap dance was born;

the first indigenous American art dance, other than the
ritual dances of the American Indian.
During the 106 years that Texas has been a part of
the United States, it has grown in population from
818,579 in 1870 to 11,196,730 in 1970.

It has a boundary

which encompasses 171,096,960 acres of land, ranging from
mountainous to flat and from desert-like to great bodies of
water.

Withih these boundaries is located the nation's

space center, the home of a former president, the King Ranch,
the largest in the United States, and one of the largest oil
and gas producing sections in the Union.

In this bicenten-

nial year, Texans are proud to be a part of the United States
of America.
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